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I. INTRODUCTION
While in orbit, a cryogenic fuel such as used in the Saturn S-IVB will
suffer boil off. The boiled off fuel mass is vented to vacuum ambient.
The quality of the fluid fuel boiled off is a figure of merit indicating what
percent of the vented fuel is in the vapor rather than the liquid state. It
is desirable that this figure of merit be as high as possible. Various possible
approaches to the design of a quality gauge are examined. Based on this
study, an optimum design is proposed.
The Saturns are an evolutionary series of launch vehicles leading
toward the Saturn V which will place the 95,000 pound Apollo/Lem space-
craft on its trajectory toward the moon.
generation space launch vehicles.
i
The Saturn l's are the first-
The Saturn I-B is a more powerful version of Saturn I, capable of
boosting a 17-ton payload into low earth orbit. Its immediate mission
is the flight testing of the Apollo/Lem spacecraft in earth orbit.
The second stage of the Saturn I-B is the S-IVB. Eventually, the
S-IVB will become the third stage of the Saturn V. On the Saturn V, the
S-IVB will be launched into a low earth orbit and shut down during systems
checkout. After restart, it will accelerate the Apollo spacecraft to
escape velocity. Before being jettisoned, the S-IVB is used in stabilizing
the Lem in a turn around and docking maneuver preliminary to eventual
lunar capture.
Superior numbers refer to similarly numbered references at the end of
this report.
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The S-IVB has a single liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen engine rated at
ZOO,000 pounds thrust. A common bulkhead separates the LH 2 from the
LOX. Some other distinctive features result from the extended period
(hours) during which the S-IVB parked in an orbit at about i00 miles
altitude. Heat leaks into the fuel tank causing propellant vaporization
thereby increasing tank pressure. To prevent eventual over-pressuriza-
tion, energy is removed from the tank by continuously venting vapor
overboard. Successful venting requires that vapor, but not liquid, be
released.
Two particularly significant factors tending to introduce liquid into
the vented fluid are (I) the turbulence produced by acceleration, vibration
and maneuvering as the S-IVB is propelled into orbit, and (2) the lack of
apparent gravity while in orbit. In the absence of g forces, the wetting
cryogenics will tend to cover all surfaces inside the tank, including the
mouth of any vent tube. As a result, release of liquid may be expected.
Three methods are used to avoid this loss of liquid. First, seventy-
pound settling engines run for nearly a minute after the initial S-IVB shut-
down and are expected to provide sufficient acceleration to settle the
liquids in the "bottoms" of their tanks while any turbulence dies out.
The second method operates during the entire vent cycle of up to five
hours while parked in orbit. Boiled off fluid is continuously vented to
vacuum ambient. The vapor is piped from inside the tank to suitable
exterior points where it is released through nozzles. The small
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acceleration of the tank resulting from this venting tends to hold the fuel
in the bottom of the tank and thereby insures that the inlet to the vent
pipe remains free of liquid. The third method employs a turbine separator
during the fast tank blowdown immediately before engine restart. During
this blow-down period, the centrifugal action of the separator removes all
but the smallest drops.
The several techniques just mentioned form a system which minimizes
the amount of liquid escaping with the vented vapor. In order to evaluate
the effectiveness of this system, a quality gauge or meter is needed.
Quality is defined as the ratio of the mass of the vapor, m , to the
V
total mass (vapor mass plus liquid mass, ml) being vented.
m
v (I-i)
Q :
ml+ m v
At 100% quality, there is no liquid in the vapor. At 50%, the vented fluid
carries an equal mass of vapor and liquid. Thus, quality is a direct
indication of the success of the separation system.
This report analytically evaluates a large number of possible approaches
to the design of a quality measurement meter. Most are rejected for
reasons which are peculiar to the particular application. Three approaches
are rated as promising. Device design details and performance figures are
presented for the best method adaptable to the contract application specifi-
cations.
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Z. FACTORS INFLUENCING DESIGN
The final design of an instrument and the adaptability of a technology
to the instrument and measurement is always dictated by the application.
Three prime factors limit the number of choices of technology available
for a specific use:
i. Nature of the process variations,
2. Nature of the environmental conditions and variations, and
3. The end use of the measured data.
Several of these factors as they effect design of the quality meter are
examined below.
2. 1 Definition of Quality
A brief definition of quality was given in the introduction, Equation
(I-I). A precise definition includes a number of significant implications
whichwill be considered in this section.
Heat flow into a cryogenic liquid will cause fluid boil off in any practical
system. Theoretically, it is possible to contain the fluid in a sufficiently
strong structure. However, in practice, the weight of such a restraining
tank is enormous and completely impractical for spaceflight vehicles.
It is advantageous to program the amount of boil off. Insulation
minimizes the heat flow to the liquid. The unavoidable minimum heat
which does reach the fuel is removed by venting fluid, usually vapor.
Optimum venting releases as much energy as possible while minimizing
the mass of fuel lost; that is, the energy-mass ratio of the vented fuel is
Z-1
maximized. For vapors or gases at low temperature and not too high
pressure, this ratio is highest in the gaseous state and increases with
increasing temperature and decreasing pressure. Hydrogen and oxygen
are examples for they have negative Joule coefficients and positive
2
Joule-Kelvin (Thompson) coefficients at the temperatures of interest.
A vapor-liquid state is in equilibrium with a vapor pressure corres-
ponding to the temperature inside the tank. Optimum venting efficiency
occurs with the following procedure. A tube leads from outside the tank
into the ullage. A pressure dropping valve is located at the interior end
of the tube. The vapor (for example, hydrogen vapor) expands through
the valve to a pressure slightly above the vacuum ambient. The associated
cooling of the hydrogen extracts heat from the LH 2 in the tank if the vent
tube passes through the fuel before piercing the tank wall. For a suffic-
iently long pass through the liquid, the vapor will extract heat until the
vapor temperature reaches the liquid temperature. This represents the
optimum energy-mass ratio for a passive vent system.
In the S-IVB application, it is essential that the vented vapor produce
an accelerative thrust. Thus, the principle pressure drop occurs outside
the tank at the end of the vent tubes. Internal expansion would greatly
attenuate the thrust. Furthermore, at I00_0 quality, expansion from only
20 or 30 psi yields a very modest improvement in the energy-mass ratio.
Thus, expansion external to the tank appears to be a well-justified com-
promise in return for positive fuel control in the tank.
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On the other hand, if 50% or lower quality should occur, the internal
expansion method would vaporize the vented fuel with the heat of vapor-
ization drawn from the unrented liquid. A considerable improvement in
the energy-mass ratio would result. This approach is analyzed further
as a part of a recommended thermodynamic approach (Section 5).
With the present S-IVB design, the minimum allowable pressure of
the vented vapor, at the termination of thermal contact with the fuel, is
determined by thrust considerations and is nearly as great as the pressure
in the tank. Subject to these restrictions, the optimum energy/mass ratio
occurs when the vented fluid carries along no liquid. An index of this
efficiency is quality defined as the ratio of the rate at which vapor is
vented to the rate at which vapor plus liquid is vented:
o
P SPvAsv v v
Q = = (2-I)
PvAS + p 1As p s + p sv 1 vv 1 1
where,
A = cross sectional area of the vent tube at the point of
measurement
Q = quality
P
v
density of the vapor averaged over A. (The vapor density
is zero in the liquid by definition.) p if thus the vapor
mass, m , divided by the sample volume, V, in which the
v
measurement is made.
P 1 density of the liquid averaged over A. (The liquid density
is zero in the vapor.) P. is thus the liquid mass, m 1,
divided by the sample volume, V.
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s v and s I are velocities (speeds) of the vapor and the liquid parallel to the
tube axis, again averaged over the cross section A.
For future reference, define
Pl liquid density--the usual definition averaged only over 3
region where liquid is present, e.g. , pl = 1. 14 gm/cm
for LOX
p = vapor density--usual definition.
v
Equation (2-1) is the ratio of the vapor mass flow to the total mass
flow. An equivalent form of Equation (Z-l) is based on the following
euality=
= = 7-.m.s. (Z-Z)PlASl 2;iPlViSi 1 1 1
where v., s., and m. are the volume, speed along the tube axis, and the
1 1 1
.th
mass of the 1-- drop or incremental volume of fuel. The sum is over all
v. per unit length of tube at the point of measurement.
1
The important point of these formulae is that the vented liquid and
vapor elements contribute to the quality in proportion to their speed as well
as their masses. A series of large drops of fuel which have not accelerated
as rapidly as the vapor carrying it, or a liquid film on the wall moving
more slowly than the vapor, will not contribute to the ejected quality as
much as if they were at the vapor speed. This is physically obvious
because, for example, a fluid film will contribute to the rate of loss of
liquid fuel both in proportion to the thickness of the film and in proportion
to the film speed.
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If the liquid is broken up and well mixed in the vented vapor, it is
reasonable to assume, in such a case, that the liquid droplets are moving
at the same speed as the vapor--i.e., s v s 1. Then the speeds may be
cancelled from Equation (2-1) yielding
mOv vQ = = (z-3)
-- - m + m 1+P vPv 1
which is a ratio of the masses present at the cross section where the
measurement is made. (m and m are the vapor and liquid masses
v 1
respectively, in the region where the measurement is made.) No velocity
measurement is called for and a considerable simplification in the instru-
ment is possible.
A further point to consider in the definition of quality is the location,
along the length of the vent tube, of the quality meter. In order that the
energy-mass ratio of the vented fluid be representative of the efficiency
of venting, the measurement should be made where the heat transfer of the
stored fuel with the vented fluid is essentially complete and the heat transfer
from the ambient has not become significant. This is somewhere in the
vicinity of the point where the vent tube pierces the tank wall. The heat
transfer to the fluid in the vent pipe is to be neglected in this study.
Thus, to withinthe specified accuracy of 5% quality, the location of the
quality meter is not critical. Fortunately, the section of vent pipe just
outside the tank is suitable as a practical location for an instrument and
2-5
as a fundamentally meaningful point at which to make a measurement.
2.2 Selected Physical Properties of Hydr0$en and Oxygen
A knowledge of the physical properties of hydrogen and oxygen is
essential to the design of a quality gauge. Rather exact values of some
physical properties utilized in the recommended system are necessary;
others need to be known only approximately (one or two significant figures)
since their exact value is automatically taken into account by an empirical
calibration curve. Approximate physical properties are essential in
determining the practicality of various theoretically plausible systems.
The following table and three figures are selected on the basis of
relevance to this study. Whenever needed, constants will be drawn from
this section without explicit reference. The number of significant figures
used in calculations is based on consistency with an ultimate error of
less than 5% quality, rather than on the basis of a uniform number of
significant figure s.
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Selected Physical Constants o£ Hydrogen.an.d Oxygen
Parameters
Normal Boiling Point (NBP)
at 1 atm
Hydrogen Oxyge n
-252. 7°C -183.0°C
20.4°K 90.19°K
Melting Point -259.14°C -218.4°C
Critical Gas Constants
(Triple Point)
t =-239.9°C t = 118.8°C
C c
Pc lZ. 8 (atm) Pc 49.7 (atm)
3 3
V = 0.03IOgm/cm V = 0.430 gm/cm
c C
Specific Heat of Vapor, Cp
cal/gm-K °
Z. 5 at 20°K (0 atm) o. 22 at 80-140°K
( 1 atm)
Specific Heat of Liquid
ca1/gm -K °
0. 231 at -252°C 0. 394 at -Z00°C
Vapor (or Gas) Density, P v
gin/liter
(at 1 atm)
0. 08987 at STP
I. 33 at -252.7°C 3
(8.32 x 10 -2 Ib-m/ft )
I. 4290 at STP
4.74 at -183.0°C
Liquid Density,
gm/cm 3 at P_P
0. 0709 I. 14
Liquid/Vapor Density Ratio,
Pl/pv' at 1 atm NBP
53 241
a
Saturated Vapor Pressure,
p in mm of mercury,
Temperature in OK
Saturated Vapor Density,
P
v
p -
P
VO
Pro = STP density
p in atm
b
a,
b.
A = -849.48
B - 4. 5331
C = 0. 0324
D = -0.0004189
E = -0. 00000484
(Range: above
-254. 7 3° C)
•06094
.06647
.07518
P
•000527 at 16.65°K
.000505 at 18. 16°K
•000470 at Z0.55°K
A = -8028. I
B = 8.1173
C = -0. 0064
(Range: -182 to
211°C)
0. 05223
log i0p - T A + B + CT + DT 2 + ET 3 (Equation 2-4).
a - _],,Z _ 4_p (Equation 2-5).plp =,, - p -
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Parameter s
Heat of Vaporization
cal/gm at NBP
Viscosity of Vapor
Micropoises
(Air = 180 at STP)
Hydrogen
105.5 at Z0o 5°K (I atm)
10Z. 0 at Z3.0°K (Z atm)
83.5 at 0°C
33.6 at -198.4°C
8.5 at -25Z. 5°C
5.7 at -Z57.7°C
Viscosity of Liquid
Micropoises
Surface Tension
(liquid against its vapor
dyne/era)
(water is 73 at 20°C)
Speed of Sound, (liquid)
m/sec at 44 mcps
Speed of Sound, (vapor)
m/sec
110
1.91 at 20.4°K
1187 at 17°K
i 270 at O°C
Index of Refraction of Liquid
at NBP
i.0974 at 579 m_
Dielectric Constant - Liquid
o
Molecular Weight
i. Z28 at Z0.4°K
2.016
Typical Purity in Space
Vehicles
Relative Abundance
95% + parahydrogen
(99.79% equilibrium
fraction at NBP)
1
H 99. 9844%
H20. 0156
H 3 1 part in 1017
Electronic Magnetic Moment 0
Effective number of Bohr
magnetons (9. _74 x 10 -zl
erg/gauss ) per molecule
Nuclear Magnetic Moment 1.52 x 10 -3 (H 1)
Magnetic moment in B_hr. 46Z x 10-3(1HZ)
magnetons (9. Z74 x 10---
erg/gauss) per nucleus
50.9
189 at 0°C
109 at -183°C
13. 2 at 90.0°K
952 at 87°K
317 at 0°C
I. Z21 at 590 m_
1.507 at -193°C
3Z. 00
99.75% O
2
O 16 99.52%
017 0.07
018 0.41
2.80
0 (016)
-1.03 x 10-3(O 17)
• 0 (0 r8)
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Parameters
Relative Permeability,
Liquid at NBP
Hydrogen
-6
1 - l. Sx I0
Gamma Ray Attenuation
I. Cross Section,
cmZ/gm
0. 160 at 600 key
0. 326 at 60 key
Z. Half Thickness of
Liquid, cm
61 at 600 kev
30 at 60 kev
Beta Kay Attenuation "Half
Thickness" at
E = Z. Z4 mev
max
1. Liquid (ram)
Z. Vapor (cm) (NBP)
Alpha Particle Attenuation
Liquid penetration inm_Mn
for 5 mev alphas
"_0. I mm
Thermal Neutron Cross
Section,
1. Abmorption,
IT_illibarns /atom
332 for, H 1 (n,y)H
5 forlHZ (n,7)l H3
2. Scattering, 38,000
millibarns/atom
Fast Neutron Cross Sections' ZOO for
_; 14-15 mev, millibarns/
atom (absorption)
1H2 (n, Z n)l HI
Oxygen
-3
1+4xlO
0. 0806 at 600 key
0. 180 at 60 kev
7.5 at 600 key
3.4 at 60 key
_0. I mm
<0. Z for m 016
Zl for 8_O18(n,-Y)80
4, ZOO
19
4Z for 8O16(n,P)7 NI6
300 for 8O16(n,a)6 C13
Molecular Dis sociation
Energy, electron volts
Principle Spectral Lines
A o
4. 48
1215.7
4861. 327
6562.79
5.08
130Z. Z7
1304. 96
1306. IZ
7771.9Z8 (principle line
7774. 138
7775.433
Z-9
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o o o
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TEMPERATURE--ENTROPY DIAGRAM FOR HYDROGEN
Figure 1
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_, 3 Explicit Specifications
The following specifications are taken from NASA Contract No.
NAS8-11736 and from subsequent handouts and conferences. Hydrogen
is the cryogenic of particular interest and a number of the specifications
apply to hydrogen only.
Propellants
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Meter Inlet Pressure (psi): Maximum = 100
Discharge Pressure (psi) = 0-15
Maximum Vent Flow Through Meter (ft3/sec) = 0.5
Meter Accuracy
Above 50% Quality ± 5%
Below Q = 50%, Sense Only
Continuous Operation Time
Maximum of 5 Hours
Electrical Power Supply
Maximum of Z5 volts, 5 amps
Vehicle Acceleration
Z
During Operation - 0 to 0° 01 ft/sec
Vibrational Maximum - 30 gts
Re sponBe Time
100 milliseconds for Vent Quality Meter
I0 milliseconds for Suction Duct
Z-13
Output
The output and final function of the quality meter is to
produce a 0-5 volt analog signal which is uniquely
correlated with quality. Any pressure or temperature
measurements required are included as a part of the
meter.
Altitude:
185 kilometers
Temperature
Maximum 50001% with a maximum rate of change of 50°R
per second inside tube.
Helium Concentration During Orbital Period
Probably negligible! a maximum of 9.1% by weight in hydrogen
vent and 4. 8% in oxygen vent.
The design principle should be applicable to the above range of
specifications. The explicit design which is included in the final report
should be engineered for the S-IVB hydrogen vent application as shown in
the drawings and graphs handed out.
extensions of the quality meter:
1.
2.
o
Also, study the following possible
Bubble concentration in the S-IVB suction duct during powered flight.
Adaptability to vent or suction lines ranging from 1 to 10 inches in
diameter.
Flow measurement.
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Z. 4 Implicit Specifications
The physical properties of oxygen and hydrogen coupled with the explicit
specifications of this study lead directly to some important conclusions which
are reviewed in this section_
The quality range of particular interest is I00 to 50%. Equation (Z-3),
which defines quality for a well mixed fluid, shows that 100% quality is
equivalent to no liquid in the vapor while at 50% quality the liquid
mass just equals the vapor mass. Figure 3 shows that vapor density increases
by about 50% (29.5 psi is 57% greater than 18. 8) over the pressure range
of interest. Thus, depending upon the pressure, the liquid mass or volume
may vary significantly without changing the quality. Quality is a ratio; any
system which merely measures the liquid present can seriously misjudge
the quality.
As an example of the preceding point, refer to Figure 3 and suppose
the quality is 50% at Z9.5 psi° Since quality is a ratio, the vapor and
liquid masses may be taken in arbitrary units. The dimensionless density
unit of the vertical scale is a convenient choice. Equation (Z-3) for quality
be come s
Q = z7.9 = 50% . (z-6)
27.9 + Z7o9
Consider that at some later time an equal mass of liquid is escaping through
the vent tube. However, the pressure is only 18.8 psi. Then,
Z-15
Q = 18 6 = 40% (z-7)
18.6 + Z7.9
which is a 10% change in quality with no change in the amount of liquid in
the vent. This example was chosen at random and does not maximize the
error. However, it clearly shows that measuring the liquid alone will not
satisfy the specifications.. Both the liquid and the vapor densities must
contribute to the response of the quality meter.
The importance of measuring the vapor mass can also be seen from a
simple exampleo Fifty percent quality means the liquid mass equals the
vapor mass. The vapor mass is quite variable depending upon the pressure.
Hence, it is not possible to know when equality of the masses occurs unless
both the liquid and vapor masses are known. (They may, of course, be
known only implicitly. )
The ratio of the liquid density to the vapor density at NBP is 53 for
hydrogen and Z41 for oxygen. Correcting these ratios to a pressure of
approximately 2Z psi yields typical ratios of
Pl
P
v
Pl
Pv
- 35 for hydrogen_ and
160 for oxygen.
(z-8)
At 50% quality, the vapor volume is 35 times that of the liquid for hydrogen.
The 100% to 50% quality range is thus 0 to 3% a LH 2 by volume. The permissible
1
a. 35 + 1 - 2.78%_ 3%.
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± 5% error is 1/10 of the range or ±0.3% hydrogen by volume. If one-third
of the overall ±5% error is allowed for this one source of error, then
no increment of liciuid hydrogen greater than 1/10 of 1% by volume may be
erroneously measured. Similar considerations for LOX show that 100% to
50% quality corresponds to 0 to 0.6% LOX by volume and the one-third of
the permissible ±5% error in quality is ±0.0Z% or 1/50 of 1% LOX by volume.
These calculations are very important for they give a physical indication
of the amount of liquid which must be observed. In particular, they show
that any meter which measures quality to ± 1% by volume (rather than the
standard definition by mass) is much too inaccurate for this NASA application.
Plus or minus 1% by volume covers two-thirds of the whole quality range
of interest for hydrogen and more than covers the whole range for oxygen.
There is_ of course_ a very good reason for defining quality by mass
and for being interested in very small volumes of liquids. Even though, at
50%, the liquid volume is only three percent or less of the vapor volume,
nevertheless, the rate of fuel loss is twice as great as would occur at 100%
quality for the same amount of cooling.
According to the specifications_ there is a maximum flow rate of
0° 5 ft 3 per second which corresponds to a speed of
0.5
s - - 2. 55 ft/sec (2-9)
A
through a six inch line (A = w/16 ft2). (For hydrogen, a typical flow is
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shown in a handout graph as 0. 14 lb-m/sec or roughly one cubic foot per
second at 100% quality.) During the 1/10 second response time, a 2. 5
ft/sec flow will move about three or four inches. Thus, in order to meet
specifications, the readout of the quality meter should represent the average
quality over a volume equal to the cross sectional area of the pipe, times, at
most, four inches in the flow direction. At any one time the readout is to
correspond to the average quality of the flow which has passed the measurement
or reference point during the last l/l0 second.
The sample volume is equal to
3
V = 4A = 113 in. . (2-10}
For hydrogen, the maximum liquid volume is approximately . 03 V = 3.4 in.
which corresponds to a droplet with diameter D
3
4 D 3 3
w(_-) = 3.4in. ; D = Z. 7 in. (Z-f1)
Thus, a single blob of fuel up to Z. 7 inches in "diameter" should not cause
the quality meter to go off scale--i, e., below 50% quality. Such a blob
might result if the continuous acceleration technique failed to keep LH z
from reaching the vent tube inlet.
At the other extreme, the turbine is not able to separate the very
3
small-sized droplet from the vapor. In such a case, the 3.4 in. of hydrogen
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could consist of trillions of micron-sized droplets. Both of these possi-
bilities fall within the specifications.
Z. 5 Mixing of Vented Fluid
If the vent fluid is not well mixed, the entire cross section of the vent
tube should be monitored. This is a consequence of the fact that very small
volumes of liquid can contribute 5% or more to the quality. Such smaU
droplets could easily slip by a sample volume which did not cover the
entire cross section.
There is an obvious advantage for the instrument designer if the vented
fluid is well mixed--say by the insertion of a screen or other device in the
flowo Only a reasonable-sized sample volume need be monitored. It is
not necessary to include every square millimeter of the vent tube cross
section in the field of the quality meter. This not only reduces the size of
the instrument, but, more importantlyw it avoids edge-effect problems near
the inner tube wall.
There is a much more basic reasonp howeverj for mixing the flow. As
shown in Equation (Z-l)p the elements of the vented fluid contribute to
quality proportional to their speeds as well as their masses. Thus, it
is necessary to detect the masses and speeds of any droplets, blobs,
of liquid as well as to determine the density and speed of the vapor.
velocity is just as important as mass in determining quality and is by no
means a small correction.
or films
Relative
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The low density of LH Z would normally suggest it is relatively easy to
accelerate droplets and that large velocity gradients are thus not likely to
occur. On the other hand, the viscosity of LH Z at NBP is only about
8 micropoises or less than 5% that of air at STP. In a Stokes law
estimate of the viscous acceleration, the low viscosity more than outweighs
the advantage of the low density. (For a drop of fixed mass, the viscous
acceleration is proportional I-
3
dominates the density factor. )
-i13
to _p showing that the viscous factor, _,
In particular, the turbine separator works
on the principle that the liquid and vapor phases will acquire dissimilar
velocities when the mixed fluid is accelerated.
The viscosity of LH 2 is about 1 3 times that of hydrogen vapor at 1NBP.
Any film on the inner vent tube wall can be expected to travel much more
slowly than the vapor. Since the cryogenics considered are wetting fluids
and since there is negligible heat flow into the vent fluid from the ambient,
such a film will undoubtedly exist. The amount of liquid in such a film may
be small in some sense of the word: but it is a questionable assumption to
presume it small in comparison to the volume of 1/10 of 1% (H2) or 1/50 of
1% (OZ) involved in this application.
Most approaches to the quality measurement are much simpler if they
can measure the liquid and vapor densities present in a sample section in the
vent line. Measuring and taking into account the various velocities can be
an extremely complex undertaking. Therefore, it is recommended that steps
be taken to produce a mixture of liquid and vapor which is fairly homogenous
Z-ZO
on a scale of one cubic inch or so. It is probably not practical to produce
such a fine and even dispersal of the liquid that a sample volume of a few
cubic millimeters will have a quality representative of the whole. On the
other hand, recommendations will be made for a device which should
produce good mixing on a larger scale. Then a sample volume covering
half of the cross section or more would give an accurate indication of quality_
In Section 20 4# it was shown that the maximum velocity of the vented
hydrogen is about 2.5 ft/sec. This flow rate is something less than turbulent,
Therefore, in applications where good mixing may not be presumed, it is
recommended that a screen or dispersing washer be inserted in the line
ahead of the quality meter as shown in Figure 4. The screen will break up
any blobs or large drops of liquid and also pick up and disperse film from
the pipe wall (by adhesive flow from wall onto screen). Essentially complete
dispersal of the film can be produced by a dispersing washer with tapered
points bent back in the flow direction. Film will crawl out these points and
break away into the flow.
By this dispersal technique= a great simplification results. Equation {2-3)
becomes valid and no velocity measurements need be made of the various
fluid components. Sampling becomes justified and it is only necessary to
determine quality over a reasonably large mid-stream volume. Finally,
the problem of accurate measurement of blobs two inches or more in thickness
is avoided. Except where otherwise stated, this report will assume good mixing.
Obviously, in an application where mixing is known to be good, the dispersing
screen may be omitted.
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2. 6 General Measurement Principles
The desired output of the quality meter is a voltage. The quality, Q,
is to be a single valued function of this voltage. As given by Equation (2-3),
quality is
whet e
m
Q _ v {Z-lZ)
m 1 ÷ m v
m
v
m I
= mass of vapor in the sample volume, and
= mass of liquid in the sample volume.
Ideally, a single sensor in the quality meter should have an output A,
which is a unique function of Q (i. e., a single sensor responds directly to
the quality). The next best approach is a quality meter made up of two
sensors with outputs A and Bj plus a simple eIectronic computer. For
example, A may respond to the total mass in the sample voiume, while B
responds only to liquid mass, the functional relations being
A = k{ml+ m v)
Z
B = cm I
where k and c are known calibration constants.
A k
w
A
Then
(z-z3)
(Z-14)
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and the function (2-14) is computed from A and B by the electronic circuit.
If A were also influenced by the temperature, T, then a third sensor C is
required. If C is a thermometer, then
and
A : A(m v,
2
B = cm 1
C - C(T)
ml, T) (2-15)
Q = Q(A, B, C). (2-16)
The function (2-16) is then computed electronically. Four or more sensors
are theoretically possible; however, the more sensors required, the less
attractive is the approach.
Frequently, the function to be computed implies a rather involved
electronic circuit. Then, it is often possible to replace the exact function
with an approximate function. The approximate function is chosen for
electronic convenience but is subject to the restriction that it differ from
the exact function by less than the allowable error.
There are some rather simple ways to determine the vapor mass in the
sample volume. Chief among these is from a pressure measurement (see
Figure 3) which gives the vapor density, P v" immediately. The vapor mass
is then
m = Vp (2-17)
v v
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at 100% quality (V, the sample volume need not be precisely known since
it cancels out when the quality ratio is taken). At 50"/0 quality, the LH Z
occupies 3% of the volume and
m : o97Vp . (Z-18)
v v
Thus, the assumption that
m = .985 (2-19)
v VPv
is good to ± 1-1/2% over the 100% to 50% quality range without even taking
into account the liquid mass. For oxygen, the error is much smaller
because the liquid volume is less than 1% at 50% quality. Any rough determin-
ation of the liquid mass can reduce the error even further. For this reason,
in screening the various possible approaches, the principle emphasis will
be on sensors which derive a significant signal from the liquid component--
the more elusive and important component of the fluid mixture.
Two general pitfalls should be mentioned before considering specific
approaches. In Equation (2-3), m I is the total liquid mass in the sample
volume. Normally, the liquid will be dispersed in many drops, and m I is
thus the sum of the masses of the drops. Over the pressure and narrow
temperature range involved, the liquid density is constant to a high degree
of accuracy. Thus, to within a known constant multiplier; measuring the
liquid mass is equivalent to measuring the liquid volume.
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Any system which measures m 1 as a sum of contributions from the
separate droplets must be so designed that the contribution to the signal from
each droplet is proportional to the mass, or equivalently the volume, of that
droplet. As a counter example, the scattering of long wavelength light from
small droplets is proportional to the square of the volume of the droplet, not
proportional to droplet volume. In this case, the quality cannot be determined
unless the droplet size is known' In theory, it is possible to make multiple
measurements and thereby determine the approximate distribution by the
size of the droplets. In practice, such an approach is impractically cumber-
some. Furthermore, the sensitivity is adequate over a rather limited
range of droplet sizes.
The second pitfall occurs when the liquid volume is inferred from a
measurement of the vapor volume--for example, by dynamic compressibility.
It is certainly true that any liquid present in the vent tube will reduce the
volume available for the vapor. However, as shown in Section 2.4, it is
necessary to know the fuel volume to I/I0 of 1% or better. Thus, any
vapor volume measurement must be good to one part in a thousand. This
extreme accuracy is difficult to realize in a practical measurement of this
type.
This last pitfall is an example of the general problem of signals produced
with a very weak dependence on the amount of liquid. A better approach
measures the total _mass in the sample volume in the tube--i, e., m I + inv.
In this case, the liquid produces 50% of the signal at 50% quality rather than
3% as in the case of vapor volume measurement.
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3.0 APPROACHES STUDIED AND METHOD OF SCREENING
3. 1 Approaches Studied
The instruments and principles of measurement studied in this report
are summarized in the following list:
Me chanical
Pressure
Force
Viscosity
Turbine
Vibratory Reactance
Acoustical - Resonance Scattering Attenuation,
and Speed of Sound
Ult r a s oni c
Audio
Low Frequency
Electromagnetic -Static and Resonant Effects,
Absorption and Scattering
Capacitance
Mic r owave
Electron Magnetism
Nuclear Magnetism
Light
Infrared
Ultraviolet
Fluorescense
Spectroscopy
3-1
Thermal
Heat Flow
Temperature Change
The r modynamic*
Nuclear - Attenuation, Scattering, and Activation
Using Alpha Particles
Using Beta Particles*
Using Gamma Rays*
Using Neutrons
3. Z Basis of Selection of Approaches Studied
An extensive literature search was conducted in the hope of finding
practical devices which could be modified, combined, or improved in such
1-148
a manner as to effect the quality measurement required in this study. Con-
siderable literature exists in the general area of flow measurement. There
do not appear to be many devices specifically designed for quality measure-
ment, however. In particular, none of the instruments were even repre-
sented as being capable of quality measurement with the accuracy and range
required by NASA.
The literature search uncovered a large number of physical phenomena
which might form the basis for a quality meter. An effort was made to study
any approach which could conceivably be utilized. Certain phenomena such
as Raman scattering, electric quadrapole coupling with an external field,
conductivity of the fluid, and others were dismissed as being obviously impractical
*A recommended approach.
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effects without making an extensive explicit evaluation.
3.3 Method of Screenin_ Approaches
The preliminary screening of any approach follows three steps:
1. Identification and explanation of the physical principle utilized in
the measurement.
2. Determination of whether or not this principle is inherently capable
of being correlated with quality. As was extensively discussed in
Section 2.0, the most difficult part of the quality measurement is ob-
taining a measurement of the liquid mass. Thus, this step will
usually center around the possibility of obtaining a signal which has
a strong dependence on the liquid mass but not, for example, upon
such unknown factors as the liquid shape or droplet size distribution.
If a negative result is found at this point, the approach is rejected
forthwith. A positive result justifies proceeding to the third step.
3. An assessment is made of the practicality of building and flying a
gauge which will meet NASA requirements of accuracy, reliability,
weight, etc.
This three-step procedure should eliminate unworkable gauges, par-
ticularly those designs which are practical to build but which are inherently
incapable of meeting the accuracy and other requirements of the application
specific ations.
Methods which rate poorly in one of these aspects are grouped in Section
4, "Less Promising Approaches." The three recommended methods are
treated more extensively in Section 5.
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4. LESS PROMISING APPROACHES
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4. 1 Mechanical Techniques
Included under this heading are techniques, other than acoustical, in
which a mechanical force measurement plays a critical role. Examples
are single point pressure measurements, pressure differentials across
impedances in the flow, forces on bodies immersed in the stream, torques
on turbines, reaction forces on the tube when there is a change in tube
diameter or direction, and vibratory reactance (inertial resistance) to
oscillations of sections of the pipe. Many of these techniques are utilized
in flow measurements and, hence, are extensively covered in the literature.
4. 1. 1 Simple Pressure Measurement
As discussed in Section 2.6, a single point pressure measurement is
related to the vapor mass but is essentially unrelated to the liquid mass.
Thus, in its simple form, a direct pressure measurement seems to have
no promise. When certain obstructions are placed in the flow, it can become
significant. This possibility is covered under the thermodynamic approach.
4. 1.2 Mechanical Reactance
As shown in Figure 5, flexible couplings permit a section of the pipe to
be driven by a sinusoidal force F perpendicular to the flow direction. When
the liquid is in the form of tiny droplets, it vibrates, along with the vapor, as
71
if it were rigidly fixed relative to the pipe. The inertial mass of the pipe
thus appears to be increased over its empty value by an amount equal to the
sum of the liquid plus vapor masses, m 1 + m . This is a direct measurementV
4-1
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MEC HANICAL REACTANCE
Figure 5
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+ m and, hence, if practical, would solve the critical step in theof m 1 v
quality measurement.
Some practical factors are serious problems in this case. A centi-
meter length of six-inch pipe has a mass of
7. 5w Dt = 7. 5w 15 x. 09 = 28 gm (4-1)
3
where 7. 5 is the approximate density of steel 5 in gm/cm . At 100%
quality, the mass of the enclosed hydrogen vapor is
1. 33 x 10 -3 _ D 2
x _ = . 23 gm (4-2)
therefore, about one percent of the signal comes from m 1, the quantity of
interest. This percentage is, of course, independent of the length of pipe
considered. The flexible couplings and the mass of the driving arm will
considerably impair the measurement as would reducing the cross sectional
area of the tube. Significant reduction of the pipe thickness destroys
the required rigidity. This provides a good basic reason for rejecting a
system which is clearly undesirable from the practical implementation
standpoint. Further limitations are discussed in Section 4. 2 on acoustical
te chnique s.
Attention is directed to a convenient method of estimation used in this
section and elsewhere in this report. Due to the fact that m 1 = mv at
50% quality, and m changes very little from 100% to 50% quality, any
V
sensor which responds to m 1 + my will receive a signal from the vapor
mass m at 100% which is essentially equal to the change in signal from
V
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the liquid mass, m I, from 100% to 50% quality. Normally, the second
quantity is the one of interest, while the first is easier to evaluate.
4. I. 3 Quality from Flow Measurements
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Innumerable device s
study, the flow is given by
Flow
measure mass flow.
= (m 1 + mv)S
In the case of this
(4-3)
is the total mass, liquid plus vapor, in a suitably chosen
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where m 1 + m v
volume and s is the speed of that volume. A knowledge of flow plus an
independent determination of the speed leads directly to m 1 + my, thus
solving the difficult step in quality determination.
Many flow meters measure flow for single phase fluids only. In
Figure 6, the viscous drag on a body immersed in the fluid is influenced
by the presence of the droplets in the flow. However, the very small drop-
lets foi]ow the streamlines and contribute very little (i. e. , much less than
an equal mass of vapor) to the drag since they interfere very little with
the viscous shear forces, When the body is very poorly streamlined, the
small droplets begin to contribute more due to their momentum change
when entering the turbulent region. The large droplets cannot follow the
acceleration of the streamlines and, thus, they hit the face of the immersed
body, imparting their full momentum to it and produce in it a disproportion-
ately large force. This force is largely independent of the viscosity in con-
trast to the contribution from the vapor flow.
Figure 7 shows a two-phase flow passing a turbine blade. The flow
VISCOUS DRAG
Two Phase Flow_
Figure 6
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TURBINE BLADE
Two Phase Flow)
SEPARATION OF PHASES
Figure 7
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drives the turbine against a restoring torque. As in Figure 6, the small
droplets are carried along with the flow while the larger droplets are apt to
hit the blade. Assuming the turbine is not rotating but has assumed an
angular position (and associated counter torque due to a restoring spring)
proportional to the mass flow, then the torque imparted to the turbine
from the large droplets is virtually zero--i.e., they are not counted. In
contrast, however, to the viscous drag device, the turbine does read
correctly the mass flow contribution of the small droplets carried along
with the stream since they are presumed to undergo the same velocity
change as the vapor. Intermediate-sized droplets cannot completely follow
the acceleration of the streamlines. Hence, they undergo reduced
momentum change and are only partially counted. This limitation is
characteristic of a large class of reaction devices. The degree of coupling
between liquid and vapor is treated in more detail in Section 4. Z on acousti-
cal techniques.
Other objections to the turbine method include obstruction to flow and
a response time considerably greater than 0. I second in a vapor.
The pressure drop across an orifice (Figure 8) is very weakly depen-
dent upon the liquid volume for the small liquid volumes of interest in this
study. To a good approximation, the immediate entropy change in the vapor
does not result from any energy transfer with the droplets. In other words,
the thermodynamic state of the droplets undergoes little change and their
volume is not great enough to make a significant reduction in the effective
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orifice diameter. This assumes that the orifice cannot be a large ob-
struction to flow but must be a sizable fraction of the tube diameter.
On the other hand, if the quality is known and if the orifice is
calibrated for flow at 100% quality, then the above conclusions indicate
that an accurate mass flow measurement is implicit in the knowledge of
quality, the pressure difference Ap and p.
The problems of Figures 6, 7, and 8 are typical of many techniques.
For any of these mass flow measurements, there is the additional mini-
mum error associated with the determination of the stream speed--for
example, by the speed of an ionized region or from the RPM of a free-
wheeling turbine. Accurate calculations of the performance of these mass
flow techniques in a quality measurement are lengthy and difficult at best.
Extensive experimentation is required to measure many of these effects.
(The many mass flow references in this section of the report deal almost
exclusively with turbines in single-phase flow. This is the optimum
environment for turbines, but little insight is given into the conditions
which are of interest here. )
The foregoing discussion strongly indicates that good correlation
with quality, if it occurs at all, will probably be limited to an empirical
calibration curve valid for a rather narrow range of vapor density, flow
rate, and droplet size distribution. This approach is not recommended.
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4, 2 Acoustical Techniques
The technology of acoustics has been extensively developed for many
years. Authoritative and comprehensive references 62-66 are available
which quantitatively describe the capabilities and limitations of such
t e chnique s.
From the standpoint of hardware required to generate the signal,
the frequency spectrum may be divided into three ranges:
(I) Ultrasonic (15 kcps and up),
(2) Audio (16 cps - Z0 kcps), and
(3) Very low frequency (0 - Z5 cps).
Ultrasonic sound is usually generated by a vibrating piezoelectric crystal
energized by high voltage AC power or by magnetostriction. Piezoelectric
detectors operate in the reverse manner. Frequencies up into the megacycles
per second range are commonly generated. Audio sources typically use a
moving magnetic diaphragm or coil in a magnetic field. Similar devices or
piezoelectric crystals are used as detectors. Apiston-type transducer
(probably driven by a motor and cam) produces very low frequency sound
which can be detected by a pressure sensor with a compatible frequency response.
12
The theoretical upper limit for sound is of the order of 10 cps
corresponding to a wavelength equal to typical atomic spacing in solids.
The mean free path of 10 -5 cm in air at STP implies a limit frequency of
approximately 109 cps. Modern research, such as on parametric amplifiers,
is pushing ever closer to these limits. Frequencies of 100 Mc. are commonly
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produced. However) the generation of sound above 1 Mc. becomes
increasingly complex. Piezoelectric generators are inefficiently coupled
with gases at such frequencies. For these reasons, 1 Mc. can be taken as
a representative upper limit in frequency for the purpose of practical
quality measurement.
The speed of low energy sound in a gas is accurately given by 7
RT (4-4)s = M
where
m ..
T =
M =
the gas constant,
the absolute temperature,
the molecular weight, and
a complex factor 7 approximately
equal to the ratio of specific heats 7 .
Thus, the speed of sound in hydrogen and oxygen) corrected to the normal
boiling points of the gases, is given approximately below:.
Approximate Speed of Sound
meters/sec at NBP
H
Z
0 z
Vapor Liquid
350 IZO0
180 950
At 1 Mc., these speeds correspond to wavelengths of the order of a milli-
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meter. Sprays, by definition, are characterized by droplet diameters of
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millimeters down to 10 microns, and mists fall below that. Turbine
separators are expected to function down to the one to ten micron region
which implies droplets of that size might be present. It is obvious that
ultrasonic waves available for quality measurement can never be presumed
to be short compared to particle size. At best, they can be comparable to
the larger drops.
For more practical frequencies, the kilocycle region and below,
wavelengths are of the order of inches or longer and can be presumed to be
long compared to the droplet size.
4.2. 1 Attenuation and Scatterin$
Except at frequencies of the order of 1 cps, the pressure variations
associated with passage of a sound wave occur so rapidly that there is no
time for vaporization or condensation at the droplet surface. The principal
loss mechanism associated with the liquid is scattering of the acoustical
wave by the droplets and viscous flow of the vapor as it oscillates relative to
the more inertial liquid droplets. These effects are much more easily observed
at high frequencies than at low. At low frequencies, the droplets tend to
oscillate with the fluid and thus minimize the viscous loss. Also, the scattering
is greatly minimized because the longer the wavelength compared to the
obstruction, the more easily can the wave diffract past it. This point is
consistent with experience. A pencil, for example, can be damaged by
absorbing a large amount of ultrasonic energy. Yet, placing a pencil along
the line of sight between two people in conversation has no noticeable effect
on their sound wave.
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Deformation of the droplets can also produce losses. The very low
surface tension of hydrogen (2.6% of the Z0°C value for water) suggests
that small droplets are relatively easily deformed by pressure waves.
Droplets of the order of millimeters or larger in diameter cannot be assumed
to be spherical if the flow is even somewhat turbulent. The low surface tension
coupled with low viscosity (the viscosity of LH 2 is I% of that of ZO°C water)
suggests that deformations and oscillations of the droplets are easily pro-
duced and persist for some time before damping out.
Analytic treatments 67" 68have been made of the scattering of sound
from spheres, cylinders, and other ideal shapes. For a plane wave scattered
by a sphere, the fraction of the incident power per unit area which is
scattered is given by 68
where
00
n=o (ka) 2 sin 8n(ka (4-5)
a = radius of sphere,
2=
k -
k
k = wavelength of the sound wave in vapor.
8
n
is given by
j (z)
n
e (z)
n T] (z)
n
(4-6)
where Jn and _n are spherical Bessel functions.
69
are available in tabular form.
Values of these functions
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For the first case of possible interestp the wavelength of the sound is
assumed to be in the range of possible droplet diameters. There may be
droplets equal top greater thanp or less than the wavelength. In such a
case, W may be numerically computed from Equation (4-5) and plotted as
68
a function of the droplet radius_ a. Such a plot has been made, Its
exact shapep howeverp is not important° More important is the fact thatw
from Equation (4-5), the scattered intensity is a very irregular function of
the radius of the droplet. Unless the scattered intensity is proportional to
the radius cubed_ the scattered intensity will not be a measure of the amount
of liquid present. Such a relation does not exist even approxirnately over the
wide range of droplet sizes that might be encountered. A proof of this
conclusion is also implicit in the following statements since droplets can
always exist which are small compared to the wavelength.
At audio frequencies and below_ the wavelength is large compared to drop-
let diameters (X>>la) and a good approximation exists for Equation (4-5).
ka
3_r _ 2_ra2W _ W = _ {Zn + i) = ka >>i (4-7)o k
n=o
The scattered energy is proportional to the projected area of the droplet.
The volume of a sphere is given by
4 3
V = -- _ra (4-8)
3
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thus
W = const. V 2/3 (4-9)
o
and the signal is not proportional to the volume of the droplet.
The fact that the signal should be proportional to the volume of the
droplet can be shown again by a simple example. Suppose there are n
droplets all the same size, where n is not so great that the signals from
separate droplets interfere significantly with each other. Then the total
scattered signal is proportional to
s = nV z/3 (4-10)
Then, consider the signal at some later time when the amount (total volume)
of the liquid is the same but all the droplets have ten times as large diameters.
From Equation (4-8), each droplet has one thousand times the volume of the
small droplets and, therefore, there are a less number of droplets by a
factor of one thousand for the same quality. Using primed variables to
describe the new situation, we find
S' = n'V '2/3 = (_)(In O00v)Z/3
1
- S (4-11)
I0
The signal has changed by a factor of ten with no change in quality. This is
not a small error which may be corrected easily; this is an order of magni-
tude error.
In the actual case, however, the droplets will not all be the same size.
Regardless of this, any shift in droplet size with no change in quality would
produce a large change in signal. (The preceding analysis is still applicable
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since any collection of assorted size droplets may be thought of as made up
of subgroups, each group consisting of droplets of approximately equal size.)
Thus, either the droplet size distribution must be accurately known or the
scattering approach is not satisfactory. Extensive work has been done on
7O
particle size measurement, confirming the conclusion that a determination
of droplet size to at least two significant figures would be very difficult in
this application.
Statistical treatments of droplet size have been made 70 based on assump-
tions of probable values for the average and the extreme size of the droplets.
Such assumptions are clearly not valid to one significant figure. For ex-
ample, micron-size droplets may be produced in the tank by vibration and
acceleration and then pass through the separator and diffusing screen.
Large blobs could hit the diffusing screen and become millimeter or larger
droplets. Even these droplets would depend in size upon the flow rate and
upon the original blob size.
Furthermore, as the droplet size changes from micron to millimeters,
the signal decreases by a factor of 1,000 with no change in quality. This is
an enormous dynamic range. The sensor in this case would need to be good
to about 590 of the measured value over several orders of magnitude. Thus,
even if the droplet distribution were exactly known, accurate compensation
would not be very practical.
This one aspect of acoustical sensing has been pursued to a considerable
length to exemplify the importance of finding a sensing technique which
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actually responds to the quantity of interest, not to some other quantity
which is related in some inaccurately known and variable manner.
More careful studies 70'71 have been made of the passage of sound
through a gaseous medium containing liquid droplets. One mathematical
analysis 71 included all of the following effects: deformation of the droplet,
translation of the droplet due to coupling with the sound wave, viscosity of
the liquid and the gas, and thermal conduction. As might be expected, the
results are complex and lengthy relations. In particular, they do not
evidence any linear dependence upon droplet volume or mass over the range
of droplet sizes of interest. Thus, there does not appear to be any way to
relate the attenuation of the acoustical wave or the intensity of a scattered
wave to the quality without detailed measurements of factors such as particle
size which are more difficult to measure than quality.
Even if the above analysis had lead to acoustical phenomena directly
related to liquid volume, there would be serious implementation problems.
Any measured acoustical signal will be influenced by attenuation within the
vapor, by multiple reflections with the tube, by waves passing through the
metal tube, etc. This could easily result in a noisy and inconclusive signal.
Laboratory studies of scattering by experts have produced results in which
the desired signal was completely unobservable 7Z above the hash of other
acoustical effects. This is, unfortunately, often a problem in quantitative
acoustical measurements.
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The technology of sound in liquids has also been studied extensively.
However, for this quality measurement, the small liquid volume infers
there is likely not to be any all-liquid path between source and detector.
The liquid will appear as a perturbation in the vaporous acoustical path.
It is worth mentioning that high frequency sound may be used to disperse
the liquid into small droplets. However, the power level falls in the hundreds
of watts range and is thus inconsistent with the specifications.
4o Z. Z Speed of Sound
Equation (4-4) for the speed of sound in a gas takes the form of a square
root of a fraction. This function appears frequently in physics and is typical
of a large class of phenomena in which a medium exerts a restoring force
proportional to the distortion of the medium from an equilibrium position.
Under this general condition, the speed of a disturbance is characteristically
proportional to the square root of a fraction. The numerator of the fraction
is proportional to the elastic constant of the restoring force while the
denominator is proportional to the mass or density of the substance.
The passage of a sound wave through a gas is a process in which there
is a small adiabatic compression and expansion over each wavelength. The
same is true of a vapor (very low frequencies of the order of one cycle per
second may be excluded when there is time for condensation and evaporation
to occur during each cycle). The relation between the pressure and volume
Z
of an ideal gas undergoing adiabatic compression is
pV 7 = const. (4-I Z)
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Differentiation of this equation leads directly to
dp _ dV (4-13)
"p ?
showing that T is the ratio between a fractional change in pressure and the
corresponding fractional change in volume--i, e., an elastic constant°
Clearly, M is an inertia term since it is the mass of a molecule_ This
confirms the applicability of linear elastic theory to cryogenic vapor.
Although the vapor is not perfectly represented by the ideal gas law, the low
pressure variations along the sound wave in the gas and the limited temperature
range of the vapor do justify linear elastic theory with, at most, a small
correction in the value of _,.
Consider the addition of 3% LH Z by volume to the vapor. The liquid
mass in this case equals the vapor mass and hence the quality is 50%. To a
good approximation, the liquid is incompressible. Thus, the volume available
to the vapor is only 97% of its former self and a slight reduction in the
compressibility occurs. Much more important, however, is the apparent
increase in the inertial mass of the vapor if the liquid is well dispersed in
tiny droplets which oscillate with the vapor. This liquid doubles the average
density of the gas and reduces the speed by approximately the square root of
two as can be seen from Equation (4-4). Or,
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at 100% Quality, s
at 50-100% Quality,
at 50% Quality,
•
100 -_ m v '
KJ "/_RTs = ml +m v
s50 -
; and
K _/ 7 ;:-'R.T _ i
_2 mv "_ slO0'
(4-14)
where K is a constant which relates the molecular mass to the total mass
in the sample volume, and %,_ differs slightly from -y' due to the small change
in compressibility resulting from the liquid. The difference between 7' and
%,'_ can be neglected during feasibility considerations but must be reintroduced
as a correction if a precise calibration curve is to be determined.
This phenomena is truly related to the mass of the liquid and is inde-
pendent of the droplet size or shape, and subject only to the restriction that
the droplets be small and well dispersed. A correction for temperature is,
of course, required since T enters Equation (4-14).
Both T and (m 1 + my) enter the fraction to the same power and, thus, T
must be measured at least as accurately as the mass, or one to two percent
or 0. Z to 0.4 K ° for LH Z. This is a fairly stringent demand.
The 100 to 50% quality range corresponds to about a 30% range in
values of s as shown by Equation (4-14). Allocating Z% of the 5% permissible
source of error to this measurement demands the speed of sound be measured
to roughly 1/Z of 1%. A path length of 6" across the tube or a foot or so along
the tube is available for the sound measurement. For measurements along
4- Z0
the tube, the flow speed of 2.5 ft/sec and less corresponds to 1/4 of 1%
of the speed of sound in hydrogen vapor. Thus, the doppler-type velocity
shift may be neglected. Figure 9 shows a typical embodiment with an
optional second detector° A pressure sensor is shown since pressure is a
more sensitive indicator of the vapor density than temperature, and a
measure of m is needed in addition to m I + m .v v
A path length of one foot is probably as large as is practical. At
350 meters/sec, sound will travel this distance in about one millisecond.
A i/Z of 1% measurement of the sound velocity thus corresponds to a time
error of five microseconds. Electronically, this is no problem. The
principal difficulty arises as follows: Either the sound can be emitted
continuously or in pulses. For the continuous case, the phase difference
between the source and detector or between two physically separated
detectors may be measured. At 350 meters/sec, five microseconds
corresponds to a path length of less than two millimeters. At audio
frequencies, a phase shift of i/i0 degree is good resolution for a clear
signal. Due to the multiple paths, diffraction of the beam, and reflection
from the walls, etc. , a phase angle measurement of 1° would be a difficult
goal to achieve. However, assuming 1° to be a practical limit of resolution
(which corresponds to the minimum two millimeters of path length cited above),
the maximum wavelength is Z x 360 = 0.7 x 103ram = 0.7 meters.
k < 0.7 m (4-15)
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A frequency of 500 cps produces a 7/10 meter wave at 350 m/sec. So
far, these numbers have fallen within the range of practicality, but some
estimate is now needed of the degree of coupling between the droplets and
the vapor.
Reference 71 gives a general treatment of the passage of sound through
a two phase medium of liquid droplets in a gas. Numerical results are
given for water droplets in air at STP. When coupling between the liquid
and the vapor is good, there is a driving force on the droplet proportional
to the viscosity of the gas plus an inertial term due to the mass of the droplet.
8.5
The NBP viscosity of hydrogen is nearly 5% (i.e. , 180 ) of the STP value
for air and the density of LH Z is 7% that of water. The driving force and the
inertial term are both scaled down by approximately the same factor, and
thus for droplets of equal size, the viscous coupling between water and air
at STP is rather close to that for LH Z droplets in hydrogen vapor. Figure
1 of Reference 71 shows that coupling is essentially complete, that is, no
relative motion between the liquid droplets and the vapor, at
faZPv -Z
- 5 x I0 (4-16)
4= _v
where
f = frequency of sound,
a = droplet radius,
= vapor density, andPv
v vapor viscosity.
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Solving (4-16) for the particle diameter (d = 2a) shows that droplets less
than roughly one millimeter in diameter will be tightly coupled with the
vapor. A more accurate calculation must, of course, be made should
this method ever be utilized. The previous calculation is just an order
of magnitude estimate.
Droplets larger than one millimeter do not vibrate as much as the
vapor and, hence, are not measured in proportion to their mass. In
general, the larger the particle, the worse the error. Any droplet which
has a radius as much as ten times the tightly coupled limit will be almost
entirely neglected. (The small contribution it will make will be considered
in another velocity technique discussed in the last part of this subsection.)
Obviously, the large droplets cannot be neglected if there is to be any
accuracy to the quality measurement. Therefore, either such an acoustical
meter must be limited to applications where there are only small droplets
or else the liquid must be dispersed into submillimeter droplets.
Another alternative, more commonly used in acoustical techniques, is
pulsed sound. The detector measures the time of arrival of the wave front
coming from the source. As shown in the preceding paragraphs, the
frequency should be taken as low as possible to get good coupling with the
droplets. Thus, the wavelength is fairly long, being of the order of the
source-detector spacing or greater. This, in turn, implies that the pulse
sent from the source to the detector cannot have a well defined frequency
and, at the same time, be localized in space over a distance comparable to
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the two millimeter uncertainty derived earlier. In short, the pulse must
be more of a square wave than a sinusoidal wave. A square wave can be
68
represented by a Fourier series and is, thus, equivalent to a mixture of
waves of different frequencies including many which are much greater than
the basic frequency of the source. The high frequency waves couple with
the smallest droplets only (reference, Equation (4-16)) and thus do not feel
the inertia of the majority of the liquid. Hence, these waves reach the
detector first and do it in a time which is largely insensitive to the liquid
present, a most unsatisfactory result. The result is no quality measurement.
Finally, consider very high frequencies where the viscosity of the vapor
has a negligible effect on the droplet motion. There still exists, even with
no viscosity at all, a force on the droplets due to the reaction of the mass of
the vapor as it rushes back and forth around the drop. The rushing is, of
course, the passing of a compression wave. This reaction to the vapor flow
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has been fully treated in the literature. For a spherical droplet, the ratio
of the droplet displacement to the vapor displacement is given by
4% for LH Z (4-17)
Pl
1 + 2 _ 1% for LOX
P
v
Equation (4-14) shows that with 100% coupling between vapor and liquid,
there is up to a 30% change in the velocity of sound. This was sufficient
for a marginal system at best. Reducing the coupling by a factor of 25 or
more thus produces a signal with an intolerably small dependence on the
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liquid mass. Hence, any system based on (4-17) seems hopelessly
impractical.
The majority of the sample calculations in this subsection are based on
hydrogen data. From the standpoint of instrumentation, the results for
oxygen are of the same order of magnitude or worse. This is to be expected
because the NBP viscosity of oxygen vapor and the density of LOX are within
a factor of two of the 20°C values for air and water. Also, the volume of
the LOX at 50_/0 quality is considerably smaller than the comparable value
for LH 2.
In general, it has been shown that theoretically it is possible to design
a speed of sound sensor which responds to the liquid mass in the vapor. It
is necessary that the liquid be dispersed in droplets which are smaller than
a well-defined upper limit. This upper limit was previously roughly esti-
mated to be one millimeter in diameter.
On the other hand, the practicality of a speed of sound system is in
considerable question. Almost every favorable result is marginal. In
practical acoustical systems in a closed container, there is an enormously
complex signal resulting from multiple reflections and multiple paths of
the sound and possibly from resonances of the system at audio frequencies
and below. Thus, unless there is a good order of magnitude more sensitivity
than is theoretically required, practical development can be presumed to be
difficult or even impossible.
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A continuous wave from the source to the detector is particularly apt
to be garbled by the various extraneous signals. The optimum wavelength
is of the order of pipe dimensions which is an invitation for unwanted
resonances° Sensitivity calculations showed that it is not possible to increase
the wavelength (Equation 4-15). Thus, it might have to be shortened by a
factor of ten or more to avoid resonance. The wavelength of the sound is
shortened by increasing the frequency and, hence, from Equation (4-16),
the maximum allowable droplet size is reduced even further.
Insuring that the droplets will all be sufficiently small is a significant
problem in itself. It is further necessary that they be rather uniformly
dispersed so as not to diffract and disperse the sound wave. A nonuniform
spatial distribution of droplet sizes is equivalent to a spatial variation in
the speed of sound. Such a medium is dispersive.
As one last attempt to circumvent these difficulties in the measurement
of the speed of sound, note that the resonant frequency of an organ pipe or
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Helmholtz resonator is directly proportional to the speed of sound. A
suitably resonant structure might be inserted in the vent tube or a section of
the tube itself might be redesigned to resonate°
In order to have good coupling with the larger droplets, the frequency
should be low. Since the frequency is directly proportional to the speed of
sound, the percent accuracy requirements derived for the speed measure-
ments are directly applicable to the measurement of the resonant frequency.
The allowable errors were quite small; therefore, small shifts in the resonant
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frequency must be accurately determined. The resonant structure must be
sharply resonant--that is, frequencies slightly off resonance must suffer
considerable destructive interference. This last requirement is at odds with
the need for low frequencies and low impedance to flow. The probability of
uncovering a practical structure which can meet all these requirements is not
great.
In summary, it should be said that speed of sound techniques are theoretically
capable of a quality measurement. The marginal sensitivity, however,
raises serious questions about the practicality of such an approach in a
nonlaboratory environment. Since other more promising techniques exist,
sound-speed methods are not recommended.
Speed of sound techniques do have one interesting possibility in mass
flow measurement. If there are two detectors, one upstream and one
downstream from the sound source, then there is a difference in the
apparent speed of sound as determined from the upstream detector compared
to the downstream one. This difference depends on the quality but, more
importantly, it is proportional to the speed of flow. The average of the two
speed measurements is a measure of quality. Thus, both quality and mass
flow may be computed from the two speed signals. In the particular
application of interest to NASA, the flow velocity is small compared to the
speed of sound (0. 2% and less for hydrogen). Thus, again sensitivity is the
problem.
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4. Z. 3 Dynamic Compressibility
Equation (4-13) may be rewritten as
_P
dp = - V--T dV . (4-18)
A small change in volume_ dV, produces a corresponding change in
pressure, dp, which depends on the pressure, p, and the volume, V',
occupied by the vapor. A known small change, dV, in V' can be produced
by a driven piston or diaphragm. The pressure and the change in pressure
can be measured by a pressure sensor. Finally, _,is a known property
of the gas or vapor. Thus, V' is the only unknown, and it may be determined
from the other parameters using Equation (4-18).
In a practical sense, the liquid is incompressible. Thus, the volume
available to the vapor is given by
V' = V - V I (4-19)
where V is the sample volume (Total volume in which the measurement is
made) and V I is the liquid volume. Equation (4-18) becomes
dp - 7P dV (4-Z0)
V -V 1
showing that the measured pressure rise depends upon the liquid volume, V I,
the other variables being known or measured.
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Equation (4-20) represents a direct measurement of the liquid volume
(and hence, mass) without extensive assumptions about the size, shape
and location of the liquid. This is, of course, desirable. However, as
briefly indicated in Section Z. 6, the problem is one of sensitivity. The
100 - 50% quality range corresponds to V 1 = 0 to V 1 = . 03V for hydrogen.
There is only a three percent change in the pressure rise over the whole
range of interest. The required sensitivity is 1/10% of one percent of the
pressure rise and the rise cannot practically be greater than roughly 1[ 10
of the actual pressure at most. Thus, pressure changes must be measured
to an accuracy of the order of 1[ 100 of one percent of the ambient pressure
or roughly ±. 0025 psi. This sensitivity is clearly impractical; furthermore,
extraneous pressure variations will completely dominate the signal.
As an example of the sort of extraneous signal which will occur, consider
the problem of defining a sample volume.
measured concurrently with compression.
The pressure rise should not be
It is preferable to wait until
the pressure fluctuations associated with sound waves travel around and
damp out. For a closed container, this is no problem since equilibrium is
established in a fraction of a second or slightly longer and there is a well
defined pressure everywhere in the sample volume. However, with fluid
passing through an open system, acoustical filters must be used. Filters
are of limited efficiency, especially at low frequencies. In particular, they
cannot contain a static pressure rise. Thus, the pressure measurement must
be made somewhat prematurely before all damping has occurred. If the
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useful signal is a very small part of the pressure rise, it will be dominated
by the undamped fluctuations and, hence, cannot be seen regardless of the
sensitivity of the pressure sensor.
A very low frequencies, of the order of one cycle per second, the expected
pressure rise is reduced by the condensation of the vapor on the surface
of existing drops. The rate of condensation is thus related to the presence
of liquid. Such a measurement is not very practical and, worse yet, it
is dependent on the surface area of the liquid which cannot be directly related
to the volume of the liquid even if the liquid is assumed to be in the form of
spherical droplets (large spheres have less surface area per unit volume than
do small ones).
In summary, acoustical methods are not recommended for the quality
measurement required by NASA.
4.3 Electromagnetic Techniques
The table of physical properties of hydrogen and oxygen reveals a number
of electrical and magnetic properties which might form the basis of a quality
measurement. Various basic texts and applied articles 81-I15 are helpful
in determining the suitability of these approaches for the NASA quality
82, 83
measurement. In two cases, actual quality meters were built and
tested. A systematic discussion follows.
4. 3. 1 Capacitance
The relative dielectric constant E of hydrogen and oxygen differ noticeably
from unity. It is thus possible to sense the presence of either of those liquids
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by means of their response to an applied electric field.
Let C be the capacitance of a condensor when there is nothing
o
between the plates. If the space between the plates is filled with liquid,
the capacitance will be
Cf = c C (4-21)0
where c is the relative dielectric constant of the liquid. Partial filling of
the space with liquid will result in a capacitance, C, intermediate between
Cf and Co --i. e.,
C <C<Cf . (4-Zz)
0 --
It is natural to hope that the additional capacitance is directly proportional
to the volume of liquid present, that is
v 1
c-c = (cf (4-z3)o - Co) V - (Cf- C O)6
where,
V. = the liquid volume,
1
V = the total volume between plates
(the sample volume), and
V 1
6 = the filling fraction-Q- .
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Unfortunately, Equation (4-23) is false. In fact, there does not exist a
unique relation between the capacitance and the amount of liquid present.
The proof follows from Figures 10A and B. The region between the plates
is half full of liquid. Figure 10A represents a large bubble passing between
the plates. This is idealized on the right hand side of the page by liquid
and vapor paths in parallel between the plates. In Figure 10B, the fluid
sticks to the plate and is idealized as the same amount of fluid but now in
series with the vapor. The capacitance of Figure 10A is
1 i l+c
C = - C + c C = C (4-Z4)
a Z o _ o o Z
since it is a case of the two halves of the initial capacitor in parallel°
Figure 10B, the series capacitance is
For
2E
C b = Col+c (4-25)
The useful relative signal is
S
C-C
0
C
o
(4-Z6)
hence,
S
a 2
(4-27)
Sb
c -i
c +I
(4-28)
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The ratio of the two signals is
S
a c +i
S b Z
(4-Z9)
Evaluating this ratio for LH 2 and LOX yields
S i. ii for LH Z
a
Sb I. Z5 for LOX
(4-30)
Changing from configuration b to configuration a, gives a signal
corresponding to an 11% change in the amount of LH Z or a 25% change
in the amount of LOX when there was actually no change at all. This error
cannot be corrected by some sort of signal processing. The only possible
correction is based on a determination of,or a knowledge of,the fuel location.
In the limit e ---> I, the error becomes a negligible part of the signal
(see Appendix I). The signal, unfortunately, also becomes negligible. For
LH Z and LOX, the dielectric constants are considerably greater than unity,
hence the large errors calculated in Equation (4-30).
From the foregoing remarks, it is clear why a capacitance fuel quantity
gauge may show good results when "tested" in the laboratory. If the "test"
is performed by partial immersion of the capacitor, the designer can presume
the liquid distribution and calibrate accordingly, regardless of the value of
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the dielectric constant. Unfortunately, the test fuel distribution will
probably be quite unlike the actual distribution under operating conditions.
If a low dielectric constant liquid is used, the special factors mentioned
in the last paragraph and in Appendix A apply, but the results are not
valid for liquids of higher dielectric constant.
In the NASA quality measurement, the liquid volume is 3%or less--
that is, 0<6 < 3%o. In Appendix A, Section Z, a calculation is made for
small values of 6. The result (Equation A-I-7) shows the error in
signal due to the position of the fuel is
S - Sba _ -I
S E
for small 6 (4-31)
where
S
a
S b
corresponds to well mixed (dispersed) liquid, and
corresponds to liquid in a layer on the electrode plates.
Evaluating Equation (4-31) for LH Z and LOX yields
Sa - Sb. 19% for LH Z
S 34% for LOX
(4-3z)
which shows the amount of liquid may be misjudged by as much as 19%
(LH2) or 34%o (LOX) of its value, depending on where it is located between the
plate s.
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All of these calculations have been made for an ideal parallel plate
capacitor which produces a perfectly uniform field. The significant point
is that even at this ideal limit, there is position sensitivity capable of
producing errors much greater than allowed by the NASA requirement.
For reasons which will now be discussed, any practical capacitor will fall
far short of even this imperfect ideal.
First, there is the simple problem of having an adequate signal. The
parallel plate capacitor should include a sufficiently large sample volume so
that the reading is representative of the whole flow, for instance, in a
four-inch cube. The formula 81 for the capacitance of a parallel plate
condenser is given in any introductory book on electrostatics. Neglecting
fringe effects
c A
O
C - (4-33)
o d
where
A = the plate area,
d = the plate spacing,
c = the vacuum dielectric constant
o
-12
= 8.85 x i0 farads/meter (mks units)
= 1 (relative units).
For a 4 inch x 4 inch x 4 inch sample volume, the empty capacitance is
approximately
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-IZ
C - lO farads = 1 picofarad° (4-34)
o
Filled with LH 2, the capacitance is
Cf = e Co = 1. Z28 picofarad (4-35)
or a . 228 picofarads capacitance change due to sample volume full of LH Z.
As has been shown earlier, I/I0 of i_0 by volume of LH Z must be detected.
Thus, it is necessary to sense capacitance changes of
Z_C = Z x I0 -4 picofarads. (4-36)
For LOX, the corresponding value is
C = 10 -4 picofarads. (4-37)
From the standpoint of a practical, nonlaboratory instrument, these values
are ridiculously small. Furthermorej they are changes of about one or two
parts in ten thousand of the capacitance being measured which is an
unacceptable relative measurement as well as an unacceptable absolute one.
Constructing more and closer electrodes will increase the minimum absolute
value of AC which must be detected. Unfortunately, nothing can be done to
improve the minimum relative increment in the capacitance°
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Measuring a capacitance to one part in 104 is not only difficult in itself,
but it also requires that every extraneous influence (temperature, mechanical
distortion_ etc.) on the capacitance be known or controlled to better than
one part in 10 4 .
By considering the simple parallel plate capacitor, two large sources of
error are uncovered, namely:
(1) Sensitivity to the fuel location, and
(2) The very small maximum relative error allowable in the capacitance
measurement.
Assuming any other size, shaper or type of capacitor can aggravate these
errors. These errors cannot be improved since they are a minimum for
the ideal parallel plate.
Other sources of error include nonuniform averaging due to the fringe
field. This is shown in Figure llA. The sampling error can be great if a
small capacitor is used. If a large fraction of the cross section is included
within the capacitor, then edge effects are serious with a metal-walled tube, (see
Figure llB). In particular_ a high field intensity will exist in the region
between the plates and the wall and give a disproportionatly large weight to
any film on the wall. If many parallel plates are used to raise the capacitance
change to a measurably large value, there will be obstruction to the flow,
particularly to the liquid flow, producing a greater drag between the plates
and, hence, a higher liquid concentration in the measured volume than is
representative of the flow. The large increase in surface area due to the
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additional plates increases the amount of surface film which contributes to
the signal without actually being a part of the flow. For the small volumes of
liquid of interest to NASA, this could be a 50% error or more in the quality
measurement.
A matrix of rod shaped electrodes may be used. The proximity and
number of the rods increases the capacitance to a measurable level,
minimizes the relative contribution of edge effects and provides a certain
amount of mixing. Another result is a highly nonuniform field structure.
If the electrodes have very small diameters compared to their spacing, the
electric field is much stronger at the electrode surface than in the middle of
the void between electrodes. See Figure fiG. Thus, the electrodes not
only provide a large total surface area for film collection, but they also
respond to any collected film far out of proportion to the response to an
equal amount of liquid in the void region.
If the matrix rods have large diameters which are a sizable fraction
of the spacing as in Figure IID, the nonuniformities of the field are somewhat
reduced although still important. The surface area for film accumulation
is considerably increased_ thus defeating the purpose.
The flow over the electrodes performs some mixing. However, for
typical electrode spacing and for the moderate flow speeds expected, this is
not a strong effect. Furthermore_ mixing due to flow past obstructions
tends to slow down the liquid component relative to the vapor component
while in the mixer. The errors discussed in going from Equation (2-I)
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to Equation (2-3) could thus be important. Mixing should be performed ahead
of, not within, the sample volume.
The moxt expedient "solution" to the majority of these serious problems
lies in a different definition of quality and in a carefully designed performance
"test." If quality is defined by volume, then, ± 1-1/2% quality covers the
whole 100% to 50% range of quality by mass for hydrogen. Similarly, an
apparently small error of ±0.3% quality (volume) covers the whole i00 to
50% quality (mass) range for LOX. By defining quality by volume, one may
speak in terms of small percent errors even though these errors greatly
exceed the NASA 5% tolerance.
Similarly, irnn_ersion tests and many other procedures create a situation
in which most of the cells between adjacent electrodes are either completely
full or completely empty. Only in the partially filled cavities is there any
uncertainty in the fuel location and gravity helps to minimize even this
ambiguity. In actual application, however, the flow is through the matrix ;
therefore, every cell can contribute to the error. Film attachment at zero
g's is a prime example of such an error.
In contrast to the other approaches discussed, there is some experimental
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performance data available on existing capacitance quality meters.
The best claim made for either of these, even by their own manufacturers, is
only ± 1% by volume. In Section Z. 4, the volume errors corresponding to
± 5% quality by weight were derived. The result is that ± I% by volume is
many times the allowable error either for LH Z or LOX.
4-4Z
The preceding arguments seem sufficient to eliminate the capacitance
approach. The various problems of temperature compensation, circuit
stabilization, etc. are in addition to the other problems discussed, but are
not so critical as to eliminate the approach by themselves.
In this analysis, the contribution of the vapor phase to the signal was
not explicitly discussed. Actually, of course, the sum of the vapor plus
liquid masses, mv+m 1, is sensed. The vapor mass my is of the same
order of magnitude as the liquid mass and is essentially constant over the
100 to 50% quality range. Thus, although the signal from the vapor
would influence the calibration curve, it has an entirely negligible effect on
the feasibility estimates made. In this connection, it is interesting to note
that capacitance gauges are often advertised as being insensitive to the
gaseous phase. For 100 to 50% quality by weight, the signal from the liquid
phase is less than or equal to the signal from the vapor phase.
In conclusion, a capacitance gauge is not recommended for measurements
of the accuracy required by the NASA application. The practical sensitivity
of a capacitor is much too small andthereare too many other sources of
error which make a calibration curve unreliable and even different in space
than on the earth. This conclusion is supported by basic arguments and
by reference to optimistic experimental results which are themselves
many times greater than NASA tolerances.
p
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4. 3. 2 Susceptibility (Atomic)
The capacitive approach to fuel measurement is based on the electrical
response of the liquid to an applied electric field. Similarly, a magnetic field
may be applied either by a permanent or electromagnet, and an attempt made to
measure a change in this field due to the magnetic response of any liquid
present. Hopefully, the amount of such a change would be a measure of the
quantity of fluid present. In complete analogy to the relative dielectric con-
stant, _ , is the i_elative permeability, V , which is the ratio of the magnetic
fields with and without the liquid present.
The oxygen molecule is something of an anomaly in nature. In the ground
state, its electronic structure has a permanent magnetic moment. The
application of a magnetic field tends to line up the magnetic moments of the
various oxygen molecules present, and when aligned, they produce a detec-
table macroscopic field. (See Figure 1Z. ) The alignment is opposed by
thermal agitation and is thus only partially complete at any finite temperature
and applied magnetic field strength. The degree of alignment is given by the
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Brillouin function. At the NBP and for magnetic fields of practical magni-
tudes, the Brillouin function implies that the susceptibility is linear in the
field strength. The value is
= 1 + 4.0 x 10 -3 for 100% LOX (4-38)
compared to
_o 1 for vacuum.
It is the difference between the liquid and vacuum values which is a measure
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of the liquid present. For LOX, the following comparison may be made
E -E
O
-0.5
E
O
FJ"_o -2
- 0.4x 10
F.',o
{4-B9)
Oxygen is two orders of magnitude less sensitive to magnetic fields than
it is to electric fields. Almost all of the relative error analyses made in
the capacitance section of this report are directly applicable to the magnetic
approach. Only one correction need be made--the required sensitivities
remain the same, but the obtainable sensitivities drop by two orders of
magnitude. For example, the required sensitivity is now one part in 106
Since the capacitance approach was not sufficiently sensitive, the magnetic
approach must be rated as hopelessly insensitive for oxygen.
Hydrogen is typical of most diatomic molecules. The magnetic moments
of the electrons are so aligned that the net magnetic moment of any molecule
is zero in the ground state. All H Z or 02 molecules can be assumed to be in
this state at cryogenic temperatures.
Even though H 2 has no permanent atomic moment, a small moment can
be induced by an applied magnetic field. The field distorts the paths of the
electrons around the nuclei. Since the moving electrons are in effect small
currents, they can produce a magnetic field. The effect as described is
As a result, H 2 has adiamagnetism and it opposes the applied field.
susceptibility which is slightly less than unity.
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Thus,
= I-1.5 x I0 "6 for 100% LH 2 . (4-40)
_'_o _ - 1.5x 10 -6 (4-41)
_o
The remarks following Equation (4-39) are applicable here except that they
are several more orders of magnitude more pessimistic. Clearly, this
approach may be rejected without further consideration.
There are, of course, numerous other practicalproblems associated
with a susceptibility measurement. Producing an adequately strong and
uniform field over a reasonably large sample volume is quite difficult.
Permanent magnets are heav_ and rather limited in field strength. Electro-
magnets are heavy and draw considerable power. Superconducting electro-
magnets are lighter and require less power, but they must have special
cooling apparatus. At this time, there are no known superconductors
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which will operate at temperatures as high as the boiling point of hydrogen.
Almost every problem encountered by the capacitance approach is present
in the susceptibility method and usually it is considerably more severe in
the latter case. Capacitance, while not recommended, is still much the
better approach. One possible way to obtain the extreme sensitivity re-
quired for a magnetic measurement is through a resonance measurement.
This is covered in Section 4.3.4.
4. 3.3 Susceptibility (Nuclear)
Some nuclei have permanent magnetic moments. An external field
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could be used to align these nuclei. It might then be possible to detect
the incremental field due to the aligned nuclei. The strength of the
incremental field would be proportional to the number of nuclei present
and hence a measure of the fluid mass. This situation is completely analogous
to the alignment of the atomic 0 Z moment, and the Brilloufn function still
applies. Figure 12 is still appropriate except that now the magnetic moment
is associated with each nucleus rather than with the electronic structure of
the molecule.
For 1H1, the nuclear proton has a magnetic moment which is approx-
imately 1/1000 of the electronic moment of the oxygen molecule. In para-
hydrogen, the two nuclei of each molecule are so arranged that they cancel
each other's moments and cannot be detected by an external field. In ortho-
hydrogen, the nuclear moments are aligned; they reinforce each other and
thus respond to an applied magnetic field. The factor of 1/1000 means
that the sensitivity is down three orders of magnitude from Equation (4-39)
plus a further correction for thermal agitation. The small nuclear moment
is much more easily agitated thermally and thus the sensitivity is reduced
by even more than three orders of magnitude unless the sample is cooled
well below the NBP of hydrogen.
The nuclear susceptibility effect is so small that it was unobservable for
many years even in a laboratory. It was finally detected in a famous experi-
ment 109 by cooling to 2°K (solid hydrogen) to reduce thermal agitation.
Other conditions of the experiment included a large orthohydrogen concentration,
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100% solid hydrogen (0% quality), and a very small sample volume. De-
tecting the nuclear susceptibility of I/I0 of 1% liquid at 20.4°K in a largely
para_xydrogen sample is completely unreasonable.
Oxygen is 99.9% 016 and 018 which have no nuclear moment. The
nuclear moment of 017 is comparable to that of hydrogen. The high boiling
17
temperature, low 0 concentration, and the smallness of nuclear moments
imply that the nuclear susceptibility of oxygen could not be detected and would
be dominated by atomic paramagnetism. See, however, Section 4. 3.4 on
resonanc e technlque s.
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4o 3.4 Nuclear Parama_netic Resonance and Electron
Paramagnetic Resonance
The preceding three sections considered the detection of hydrogen
vapor and liquid through the susceptibility of their atomic and nuclear moments--
a magnetic analogy of dielectric capacitance. There is a possible alternative
way of detecting these magnetic moments which has no electrical analogy
for LH Z and LOX.
The electronic magnetic moment of 0 2 and the nuclear magnetic moment
of hydrogen exist independently of the strength of the magnetic field applied;
the field serves merely to align the moments. A classical analysis of certain
aspects of this alignment leads to false conclusions and, thus, it is
necessary to use quantum mechanics 109 to arrive at correct conclusions.
For example, classical mechanics allows the nuclear magnetic moment of
II0
an orthohydrogen molecule to be pointed in any directions It can be shown,
quantum mechanically, that a measurement of the degree of alignment of
an orthonuclear moment with an applied field can lead to only three possible
outcomes° Classically, there are no such restrictions in the direction of
the nuclear moment which is continuously variable through 180 ° from
parallel to antiparallel with the applied field. In a classical sense, quantum
mechanics dictates that the ortho moment must be with, perpendicular to,
or against the field; no intermediate values are possible.
An external magnetic field applies a torque on the nuclear moment,
tending to align the moment with the field. To disalign the moment requires
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the application of a counter torque and, more particularly, requires the
expenditure of energy. Since there are only three possible degrees of
alignment, the amount of energy that a given molecule can accept just equals
the difference in energy associated with changing from one degree of
alignment to another.
A quantum mechanical treatment of the electromagnetic field 90
shows that any radiation is made up of discrete units of energy called
photons. The energy of a discrete unit is
E = hf
where f is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave and h is Planck's
7
constant;
Based on the foregoing preliminaries, a resonance measurement
can be described. In the manner of Figure IZ, a static external field is
applied. All moments can be found in one of the three possible states of
alignment° A dynamic external field of frequency f is also applied. The
frequency (or alternatively, the static field strength) is varied until the
energy of the photons just equals the energy required to change the state
of alignment of individual molecules. At just this correct frequency, the
sample, for example, hydrogen, can absorb energy. This is a basic
example of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The amount of energy
absorbed is proportional to the number of ortho molecules present and is
thus a measure of the amount of mass (m I + my) present in the sample volume.
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Typically, this frequency falls in the kilo or megacycles per second portion
(RF) of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Nuclear magnetic resonance is a very highly developed and sensitive
88
measurement technique and is extremely well reviewed in a basic treatise.
Many subtle conclusions can be reached using this technique, such as
differentiating between the molecules in the gaseous and those in the liquid
phase. This is equivalent to separate measurements of m and m I and,v
hence, of quality.
While NMI_ techniques are certainly very sensitive, the practical
problems of making a flyable NMR quality meter are enormous. The
sensitivity is so great that very small nonuniformities in the static magnetic
field cause variations in the frequency of resonance absorption with position
iTJL .=.1... ..... 1 .... 1..
nonuniformities as much as by the presence of the LH z unless great care
is taken. Producing an adequately strong and highly uniform magnetic field
over a sample volume of several cubic inches or more is very difficult and
requires a very large magnet. Only the very center of the field between
poles attains the required uniformity_ This is disadvantageous in two ways.
First, the magnet poles must be much larger than the sample volume and,
hence, tend to be heavy. Laboratory magnets commonly move about on
tracks and weigh from hundreds of pounds up to many tons. Alternatively,
SUl_erconducting magnets require supercooling systems (below the NBP of LH2)_
Secondly, the short length of time spent by the flow in the field could
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interfere with the determination of the relaxation time which is about 30
milliseconds for 5% orthohydrogen at Z0°K. 88 The relaxation time refers
to the period required for the alignment to return to its equilibrium value
after an RF pulse.
88
Even a minimal discussion of the many possible NMR techniques
would probably fill one hundred pages. Man>- of these systems are theoretically
capable of determining quality. By far, the most significant point, however,
is the enormous complexity and delicate sensitivity of the apparatus° Careful
adjustments are frequently made for weeks in preparation for a measurement
of a sample less than one cubic centimeter in size. Questions of magnet
size and weight are really somewhat beside the point, and, in fact, NMK
measurements have been performed using the earth's magnetic field as the
88
static field. In general, any sing1_ _,,I_,_ _hjection r_,_ _I_11_I]y be
avoided by switching to some other range or technique within the NA4/[
domain. However, to design a reasonably compact and reliable NMR
quality meter which can operate on a variable speed flow is a major
research undertaking with no guarantee of success. Other approaches are
much more promising.
87.
Electron paramagnetic resonance is in many ways analogous to NMR.
The greater strength of the electronic moment means EPR experiments
are usually done with microwaves rather than low frequency RF electro-
magnetic wave So
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The general principle of operation, however, is the same as for NMR.
In particular, the remarks about the complexity and precision required of
the apparatus is applicable to EPR. Furthermore, the method is not
applicable to H Z or most other molecules. Hence, this approach is not
recommended°
4. 3. 5 Microwave Technique s
Microwaves form another extensively developed technology with many
111
variations and alternatives too numerous to review. A selection was,
therefore, made of what appears to be the best microwave approach to
quality measurement. The following analysis applies to that selection.
Microwaves refer to electromagnetic radiation in the frequency range
of 10 8 to I0 II cps. The corresponding wavelengths are of the order of
centimeters v:bAch is a convenient mechanical size. In fact, microwaves
are commonly utilized in metallic cavities or wave guides which have
dimensions equal to simple multiples of the wavelength. Resonance and
standing waves can be rnaintaired in a closed cavity. The size of the cavity
determines the resonant wavelength. The resonant frequency is thus given by
C
f = _ {4-4Z)
where,
the speed of light in the medium enclosed
by the cavity, and
the resonant wavelength.
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111,112
J.n a nonmagnetic material such as hydrogen, the speed of light is given by
C
c - o (4-45)
where
E = the relative dielectric constant, and
c = the velocity of light where the cavity
o
is empty°
Thus, from Equations (4-42) and (4-43),
Z
C
0
c = -- (4-44)
k 2fZ
which shows that the dielectric constant of the medium may be determined from
a knowledge of the resonant wavelength and frequency. The resonant wave-
length may be determined from the dimensions of the cavity. These cavity
dimensions are temperature dependent because of thermal expansion coefficients
of the material of construction. The temperature, however_ may be
measured and used as a correction. A typical coefficient of expansion of
10 ppm per °C implies a temperature measurement accurate to ± Z °C should
be sufficient.
More importantlyp the dielectric constant depends upon the resonant
frequency, f_ which can be directly measured. As discussed at some length
in Section 4. 3o 1 on capacitance meters_ the dielectric constant can be a
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direct measure of the total mass present in the sample volume, m 1 + m oV
H the liquid and vapor phases are well mixed and flowing at the same average
speed, then the critical step in the quality measurement is accomplished.
The capacitance device introduced a large electrode area into the flow
where film might accumulate. Also, as a mechanical obstruction, it tended
to slow the liquid phase relative to the vapor phase.
been shown to be capable of producing large errors.
Both of these factors have
In contrast to this, a
cylindrical resonant cavity could be constructed using the vent tube itself
as the cylindrical wall and two metal screens as the ends. Within the
cavity, where the measurement occurs, there would be nothing to obstruct
the flow except possibly a small driving element.
The electric field is by no means uniform within the cavity, and in
this respect, the microwave technique is similar to the matri_ capacitor.
However, there is a very significant difference. In the matrix capacitor,
the flow streamlines have a definite relation to the mechanical structure
and, hence, to the nonunfforrnities of the field. In the microwave cavity,
the field structure has cylindrical symmetry, but is otherwise fairly
complex. Any one of a number of structures is possible depending on how
113
the cavity is driven. Accurate charts of the field structure are available.
As the flow passes through the cavity, each drop moves unobstructed through
the field. Good averaging will take place if the averaging time is long
compared to the time of passage of a drop through a wavelength of the field.
During the one-tenth second response time, the flow moves three inches or so.
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Thusp using a wavelength of the order of a centimeter and a cavity three or
four inches long will result in resonant frequency that is accurately
averaged over the contents of the cavity. All of the flow passes through the
sample volume andp hencep is measured.
Another advantage results from the designer's freedom in choosing the
field structure. The electric component of some field structures goes to
zero at the walls of the cavity. Thus, any film adhering there would not
contribute very much to the signal. This is desirable since film will travel
much more slowly than the rest of the flow_ and, hence_ not contribute
nearly as much to the ejected quality as its mass would imply. Similarly,
driving the cavity with a magnetic dipole antenna would virtually eliminate
any signal from a thin fluid film attached to the driver. These desirable
iieid structures are, o_ course, not -_'--'--_'_ "....... _+_._ +._ p_ho
At 50% quality m -- mlo Since the liquid volume is very small, mV V
at 50% is approximately equal to m at 100%. Thus, we may determine the
V
maximum signal from the liquid by simply calculating the signal from the
vapor. The dielectric constant of LH 2 is 1. 228. The vapor is about 40 times
less dense. Thus_
= 1+'zz8 _ 1.0057 - l OOZ8o (4-45)
v 40
From Equation (4-43), the speed of light is decreased by 0, Z8% in changing
from 100% to 50% quality. Allocating the speed of light measurement to
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account for 2% of the total permissible 5% error demands the speed be
measured to plus or minus a relative error of
AC _ Z 0.28 = .01% . (4-46)
C 50
o
From Equation (4-4Z), the resonant frequency is directly proportional to
the speed of light and, hence, the o 01% accuracy applies to the sensitivity
of detecting the resonant frequency shift.
At a microwave frequency of 3,000 mc (ten centimeter wavelength),
preceeding calculations indicate that a 100 to 50% quality change will cause
a resonance frequency shift of
_7
z3.f = (O. Z8x 10 -)(3,000) = 8.4mcps = 8,400 kc , (4-47)
and the required sensitivity is
Z_f = (10-4)(3,000) = 300 kc o (4-48)
Although this resolution is not impossible, it is not particularly easy
111
either°
Microwave sources for this purpose are the Klystron or a high-
frequency (up to 3,000 mc/sec) triode° Twenty watts or less input power
can produce sufficient power for such a measurement. Detection is usually
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accomplished by solid-state diodes and ordinary electronic amplifiers.
Frequency modulation is ordinarily used to lock an oscillator to the resonant
cavity. Coupling of microwave power to and from the cavity may be
accomplished by means of electric dipole or magnetic dipole antennas,
the latter being preferable in this application.
For LOX, similar calculations may be made:
, = 1 + "50-----!7 - l. O03Z, _ - 1.0016 (4-49)
v 160
Ac Z
- O. 16 = .0064 . (4-50)
c 50
The sensitivity requirements are about one-third more difficult.
In summary, the microwave measurement appears capable of a
quality measurement. Due, however, to rather stringent sensitivity
requirements and due to the fairly complex system involved, it is not
recommended as a preferred approach.
4. 3o 6 Scattering of Light
Surface tension is a relatively strong factor in determining the shape
of small liquid bodies. Thus, if the liquid in the vented fluid was broken
into many small droplets, these droplets would be rather spherical in shape.
Small dielectric spheres are known to scatter light and the amount of
scattering has been accurately calculated 1 1Z as a function of the wavelength
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of the light, the diameter of the sphere, and the change in dielectric
constant across the vapor-liquid interface. For a given wavelength of
light and a given dielectric constant, this calculation shows that the
scattering is a very complex and irregular function of the drop size. An
llZ
accurate plot of this function is available. In particular, it can be
seen that the functional dependence on the drop size changes radically for
droplets larger than the wavelength to droplets smaller than the wavelength.
Therefore, if any reasonable sort of averaging of the droplets is to take
place, one of two conditions must be met. Either the wavelength of the
light is shorter than all the droplets of interest, or else it is longer. This
necessity of choosing one of two possibilities will be apparent from the
following discussion.
First, there is the possibility of choosing the wavelength of the light
so short that 98% or more of the liquid will certainly be in droplets larger
than the wavelength. Then the scattered light intensity is to a fairly good
approximation, proportional to W where W is defined as
2
W = a (4-51)
and a is the radius of the spherical droplet. Using Equation (4-8) for the
volume, V, of a sphere implies
W = const V 2/3 (4-52)
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which is the same as Equation (4-9). The remarks associated with
Equations (4-9) to (4-11)are applicable here and show that high frequency
light does not produce an appropriate signal.
There is a further problem in determining suitable shorter wavelengths
than any droplet of interest. Micron size droplets could well appear in
quantity. Submicron light is in the range of optical frequencies and the
assumption that a liquid is a homogeneous sphere breaks down. This light
is in a suitable energy range to interact directly with individual atoms
causing electronic transitions. Spectroscopic techniques are covered in
the next subsection.
If the wavelength is taken long compared to the droplet diameter, it
can be shown 114 that the scattering intensity is directly proportional to
the square of the droplet volume (1Rayleigh scattering)
W = const V 2.
The argument following Equation (4-9) may be repeated here showing that
an analogous error occurs for long wavelength light, the error being much
more for light than for sound. Orders of magnitude error are easily pro-
duced. This problem is recognized in texts on the measurement of droplet
70
sizes by optical techniques.
An intermediate wavelength light will mix the V 2/3 and the V 2
which will certainly produce no correlation with quality.
(4-53)
responses
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Since there does not appear to be any relation between the scattering
of light and the mass of liquid, m l, present, this approach will not be
pursued further.
4o 3. 7 Spectroscopic Techniques
The atomic structures of H 2 and 0 2 have been studied rather thoroughly.
Comparisons of theory and experiment indicate that their atomic structure
is well understood. The possibility arises of irradiating the fluid flow with
light of a wavelength corresponding to a principal absorption line of the
genic fluid. The amount of absorption would be proportional to the fluid
mass present. For good resolution, a laser might be used as a source.
A direct pass of the light through the fluid may yield an ambiguous
signal. There must be ports or windows of sort, and there is
the possibility that film collecting on them could decrease the signal by an
amount which is comparable to the rather small signal attenuation by the
fluid.
The absorption may also be measured by making the inside walls of
the tube good reflectors and noting the rate at which a light pulse decays.
The decay may be measured either in time or space along the tube. A
section of the tube is really not a very good absorbing cavity, however,
since it must be open at the ends. The loss in light intensity is more due
to the open ends than the presence of the fluid.
Absorption measurements are intensity measurements requiring
accurately calibrated power levels and quantitatively accurate intensity
12
cryo-
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detectors. The advantage of laser light sources and spectroscopic inter-
actions occurs when frequency rather than intensity is the critical param-
eter of measurement. Some compounds have atomic levels from which
they decay by spontaneous emissionofaphoton. When this decay is only
part of the way down to the ground state, the photon frequency differs
from the wavelength of the light which first raised the molecule to the ex-
cited state. Thus, the detection of the emitted photon may be easily accom-
plished without interference from the light source. For most molecules,
decay is nonradiative and it would be very fortuitous to find a radiative
process for LOX and LH_. An exhaustive search was not made, however,
due to the other limitations of the method discussed in this section.
It is reasonable to hope that when H Z and O Z molecules pass from the
gaseous to the liquid state, the effect of close contact will distort the spectro-
scopic levels. Thus, the characteristic spectra of the liquid state would
be noticeably different from the gaseous state. Choice of the proper wave-
lengths of light would permit separate and simultaneous measurement of
the vapor mass, my, andthe liquid mass, m 1. From these two values, the
quality may be directly computed without any further probes. This would
also solve most of the problem of accurate intensity measurement if one
detector and light supply were used for both frequencies. Quality is a
ratio and any gain errors would cancel. Unfortunately, the desired shift
12
in the spectra does not occur when going from vapor to gas. Hence, one
of the principal attractions of this method is lost. Only the sum, m 1 + mv,
can be measured and an independent determination of m 1 or m is stillV
necessary. 4-63
The mechanical coupling problem is difficult when light must be
introduced into a system through optical windows. High thermal shock
and wide temperature ranges do not mix well with tightly mated combina-
tions of dissimilar and fragile materials.
Finally, spectroscopic techniques involve a good deal of precision
and normally find their best application in a laboratory-type environment.
Similarly, lasers are less reliable, rugged, and compact than would be
desirable in this quality measurement. For all these reasons, spectro-
scopic techniques are not recommended.
4. 4 Thermal and Thermodynamic Techniques
A number of instruments are based on heat flow and/or the associated
temperature change between a probe and the process variable being
measuredll7-1ZT, 14, 15 Almost invariably, the medium sensed is a
single phase (either gas or liquid). Various relations can then be deduced
relating the heat flow to the density, flow, etc. , of the medium. There is
little reason to think any of these results are relevant to a two-phase cryo-
genic vent flow.
4. 4. 1 Heat Flow {Hot Wire Technology)
A small heater element can be inserted into the gas stream and the
rate of heat loss monitored. In the usual application, no phase change
takes place--only slight heating of a gas or liquid. In the NASA applica-
tion, the vapor pressure is virtually equal to the equilibrium value. Thus,
a droplet impinging on a heated element may immediately vaporize at the
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liquid-heater interface as shown in Figure 13, probably causing the drop-
let to appear to bounce off the heater. The amount of heat transfer will be
influenced by an inertial term due to the mass of the drop and, more
particularly, a term due to the surface area of contact. The inertia tends
to prolong the time of contact. The rate of heat transfer is proportional
to the contact area.
In general, it is expected that tiny droplets will be completely vaporized
while large droplets will only lose little of their surface liquid before bouncing
away. The heat transfer, then, attributes a disproportionately large mass
to small droplets and, hence, simply fails to sense quality.
Other limitations include the very small part of the flow which can be
sampled with reasonable heater power. Further corrections are required
for temperature and velocity of the gas stream which also influence the
heat transfer. Because the response is not proportional to the total droplet
mass or volume, the heat transfer element cannot be calibrated for mass
flow or quality. The approach appears to have little promise.
4.4. Z Vaporization of Liquid
This approach is discussed in the section on promising techniques.
4.5 Nuclear Techniques
An enormously wide range of nuclear particle and energies is produced
in laboratories today. Nevertheless, this section should be limited to the
application of those particles and energies which are available from light,
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convenient and reliable sources. This virtually limits the discussion
to radioactive nuclei although X-ray tubes will be considered since they
produce the same radiation as that from low energy gamma ray sources.
The four useful types of particles available are:
. Gamma ray photons, % Electromagnetic energy is in units
of energy called photons. Whether or not these photons are
called particles is largely a matter of semantics. Photons in
the few hundred to million electron volt energy range are
referred to as either gamma rays or X rays.
Z. Beta particles, _.
3. Alpha particles, a.
4. Neutrons, n.
High energy electrons.
Helium nuclei.
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4. 5. 1 Gamma Ray Transmission
Gamma rays will penetrate a . 035" pipe wall very easily. Thus, it
seems quite appropriate to place a radioactive gamma ray source and a
gamma ray detector opposing each other across the vent tube and measure
the attenuation of the signal due to the presence of the fluid inside. Such
measurements are commonly made in industry.
attentuation is a function of the total mass, m
v
See Figure 14. The
andml, in the sample
volume. Such a measurement is actually not practical for the NASA quality
measurement as the following analysis will show.
her,
Filling the pipe with hydrogen vapor will produce a change AN given by
AN 1 -e" _o D
N
where
When a gamma ray system is designed, there will be some average num-
N, of photons counted during the measurement interval (empty pipe).
10
(4-55)
= cross section of hydrogen
p = density of hydrogen vapor
D = pipe diameter.
In order to get a good signal, _ should be as large as possible to offset
the low density of hydrogen. This is done by using low energy gamma rays.
The order of 60 key is the lowest gamma energy which will penetrate the
pipe wall. Also, energies well below 60 key are not practically available.
For LH 2, at 60 kev and 22 psi,
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D= 6" = 15 cm, and
-Z
p.pD= 10 .
Thus,
AN = 10 -Z. (4-56)
N
This is the signal which results from a quality change from 100% to
50%. Allocating Z% of the permissible 5% error for this source alone
dictates a minimum detectable change in zXN, given by,
AN
_ Z 10-Z = 4x I0 -4- 1
N 5O Z500 " (4-57)
As shown in Appendix B, when the average count is N, there will be an
unavoidable statistical error having a root mean square value of _.
This is set equal to the allowable error, AN. Thus,
&N _ "_ 1 -4 (4-58)
N N - _._ = 4x10 N= 6. Z x I0 6
or the device must be so designed that 6 x 10 6 counts per one-tenth second
averaging time or 6 x 107 counts/see, is the average count rate at the
detector. This presents an electronic design state-of-the-art problem.
A large source and detector are also required. By Equation (4-57), every
other source of error in the count rate, such as distortion of the vent tube
(vibration) thermal contraction of the source detector distance, temperature
coefficient of detector, etc. , must be held stable or corrected to better
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than one part in 2500. This does not appear practical for the NASA
application.
The measurement of scattered gamma rays is considerably more
promising and is treated extensively in Section 5 of this report.
4. 5. Z Beta Rays
10
Beta rays are widely used in instrumentation. Beta rays are
high-speed electrons in the kev-mev energy range. Conventionally, they
are produced by the decay of radioactive nuclei. In contrast to most
nuclear gamma ray sources, beta rays are produced with a broad spectrum
of energies from a single source. The two main techniques in their uti-
lization are transmission and backs catter measurements.
In backscatter technology, both the source and the detector are on
the same side of the specimen. For a given source, the intensity and
spectral distribution of the beta particles scattered back to the detector
are characteristic of the atomic numbers of the atoms in the specimen.
Most of the siEnal comes from atoms at or near the surface of the specimen.
Thus, this technique is used for thickness control of thin materials and
for thickness and composition control of coatinEs, particularly on backing
materials too thick for beta particle transmission. Backscatter measure-
ments are considerably more sensitive to samples near the source and
detector than to distant ones. For thin films and coatings, this causes
no serious problem. The material to be measured is planar rather than
distributed over a volume. Compensation for possible motion of the
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sample relative to the source and detector is customarily a part of beta
ray measurement systems. For a six-inch diameter pipe, much better
averaging over the sample volume may be had by a transmission method.
Also, a transmission measurement has greater sensitivity since the back-
scattered intensity is relatively weak. For these reasons, a beta ray
transmission gauge is preferred.
It is, of course, possible to measure the scattered radiation at any
angle relative to the incident beam. Where the attenuation is of the order
of a half thickness (50%), measurement of the transmitted beam is preferred.
If the attenuation is very small, much less than a half thickness, then a
transmission measurement is inaccurate due to the relatively large
statistical noise and relatively small change in the signal with changes
in the measured quantity. This is analogous to the gamma ray example
treated in Section 4. 5. 1.
The total cross section of the vented hydrogen is in the right range for
a good beta ray transmission measurement. Thus, beta scattering tech-
niques are not recommended. A transmission gauge is described in con-
siderable detail in Section 5 on promising approaches.
4. 5. 3 Alpha Particles
Alpha particles are helium nuclei--that is, two neutrons and two
protons. In contrast to gamma rays which undergo arbitrarily large changes
in directions due to a single scattering, alpha particles collide with many
electrons successively. Each collision causes only a small energy loss
4-7Z
by the alpha particles, and due to the relatively light mass of the electrons,
the alpha particle continues to move in nearly the same direction. Repe-
tition of this ionizing process eventually dissipates all the alpha particle
energy. Thus, alpha particle penetration is characterized by a range
rather than by a half thickness. Within moderate limits of statistical
variations, all alpha particles are brought to rest in a range which depends
10
upon their energy and the attenuating material.
Five mev alpha particles are the highest energy available from
practical radioisotope sources. Even at this energy, the range is only
approximately 1/Z cm (hydrogen vapor) or 1 cm (oxygen vapor). 10 This is
objectionably short for a six-inch vent line and disqualifies the method.
Furthermore, the range in liquids is only about 0. 1 millimeter for LH_
or LOX. Therefore, very small blobs of fuel will saturate
the response. Finally, a direct correlation between quality and alpha
particle flux does not exist. For example, many small droplets of liquid
will reduce the energy of a large percent of the alpha particles while per-
mitting essentially all of them to reach the detector. A few larger droplets
containing the same total liquid mass will stop those alphas which hit the
liquid droplet while permitting other alpha particles to reach the detector.
Hence, the same quality can produce different detected alpha particle
fluxes. (An analogous point is considered in some detail in the design of
the recommended beta particle quality meter. ) If the detected alpha parti-
cles are to reveal the quality of the fluid, a pulse height analysis must be
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made of their energy distribution. This requires, of course, a more
complex electronic system. In summary, alpha particles are not
recommended.
4. 5.4 Neutrons
Neutrons can be produced in a number of ways including generators
which occupy only a few cubic feet. However, for the purpose of this
Z5
NASA application, only compact (cubic inches) radioactive sources
are considered practical.
The neutrons do not come directly from a radioactive nuclei. Instead,
a radioactive source emits an alpha particle which penetrates into a target
material knocking out a neutror_ This is referred to as an (a, n) reaction
in the target material. The inefficiency of this process limits the neutron
source strength to about 10 7 neutrons sec. which is comparable to milli-
curies of a gamma or alpha emitter. Popular (a, n) sources are Po-Be and
Ra-Be which emit neutrons in a broad energy range around 5 mev. A
moderator can be added to reduce this energy to thermal values, if desired.
The total mass, m 1 + my, in the vent tube will scatter and absorb
neutrons. This phenomenon permits a quality measurement in theor Y.
However, some practical limitations should be considered. As shown in
Appendix B (Section Z) and Section 4. 5. 1, detection of a few half thick-
nesses of mass results in maximum sensitivity and minimum required
count rate. Alternatively, when the fluid density is low and the pipe diam-
eter is well under a half thickness, high count rates and, hence,
strengths are required.
high source
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The half thickness for absorption or scattering of neutrons in the
energy range between thermal energy and five mev is considerably
11, 116
greater than six inches for hydrogen vapor. For oxygen, the
situation worsens. Thus, the contradictory requirements of small avail-
able source strength and large required source strength are present.
Z5
The low efficiency of neutron detectors must also be compensated by
a corresponding increase in source size. Even if large neutron source
strengths were available, shielding presents a weight problem. Neutron
techniques are thus not recommended.
It is a rather general rule that bulk mass measurement by neutron
absorption and scattering is less desirable compared to the appropriate
choice among alpha, beta, and gamma rays. Production, detection, and
shielding of neutrons are each more inconvenient than the corresponding
process for the other particles. The utility of neutrons occurs when
some special property such as a characteristic neutron reaction is involved.
4. 6 Other Techniques
An effort has been made to consider any approach to quality measure-
ment which might appear reasonable. Nevertheless, some preliminary
screening is desirable. Many phenomena are rejected as being undesirable
in a practical sense, or too complex for airborne applications, or in-
applicable to hydrogen and oxygen, or as not relevant to measuring quality.
Random examples include nuclear spectroscopy, quadrapole coupling with
an external field, the Mossbauer effect, power thermally radiated by the
fluid, activation analysis, magnetohydrodynamics, and the Auger effect.
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5. PROMISING APPROACHES
Three approaches have been selected as being promising. They have
been selected on the basis of simplicity and accuracy in the measurement
of quality and should easily meet NASA specifications of e5% over the
100% to 50% quality range. Each approach has certain advantages and
disadvantages unique in its use and not possessed by other approaches.
A unique characteristic may be, for example, performance outside of the
specified quality range. The choice of a best system is rather subjective.
The choice depends upon the importance of these unique peripheral features
to NASA. These three approaches are described below.
5. 1 Vaporization
At 50% quality, the liquid volume is less than 3% (hydrogen) or
1% (oxygen). Since the mass of the liquid equals the mass of the vapor at
50T0 quality, conversion of the liquid to vapor doubles the amount of vapor,
and hence at a fixed pressure nearly doubles the volume flow.
If the vented fluid is well mixed, for instance, by a diffusing screen,
a sample of the fluid may be extracted and measured, the result being repre-
sentative of the whole. The liquid in the extracted sample can be forced
to vaporize by means of a pressure reduction or a heat transfer technique.
The resulting increase in the quantity of vapor indicates the quality. Probably,
the most convenient way of detecting the vapor increase is through pressure
drop across an orifice.
As an explicit example, consider Figure 15. A small tube is inserted
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in the mixed flow. The small tube vents to vacuum ambient. The amount
of flow extracted by the tube is controlled by the series impedance of two
expansion orifices, one at each end of an expansion and vaporization
chamber (which may actually be just a short length of tube).
At 100% quality, there is an equal mass flow of vapor through both
orifices and the pressure in the expansion chamber is determined by the
relative size of the two orifices. At 50% quality, there are many small drop-
lets passing through the first orifice. However, the volume of the droplets
is less than 3% of the flow and thus the increase in pressure drop for a
given value of the vapor mass flow rate is slight. In the expansion chamber,
the lower vapor pressure causes the liquid to vaporize and thus doubles the
vapor flow and pressure drop across the second orifice for a given flow
rate. As a result, the effect of the vaporizing liquid is to decrease the
flow Velocity approaching the first orifice. More importantly, the effect
is to increase the pressure in the expansion chamber since a relatively
larger share of the pressure drop occurs across the second orifice.
Suppose at 100% quality the orifices are of such a relative size that
the pressure in the expansion chamber is 50% of the vent pressure. Typically,
this might be a vent pressure of 24 psi and an expansion chamber pressure
of 1Z psi. (The absolute size of the orifices is determined by the size of
the sample which is required to be representative of the flow. ) The pressure
drop is the same across each orifice. Assume the quality changes to 50%.
The mass flow rate of vapor through the second orifice will be twice that
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through the first orifice. To a first approximation, neglect the contri-
bution of the liquid to the pressure drop across the first nozzle. The
pressure drop across the second orifice will then be about twice that
across the first, resulting in a chamber pressure of 16 psi. If the 4 psi
chamber pressure change is monitored to ±1[5 psi, then the sensitivity
1/5
is approximately _--_- 50 = ±2. 5% quality over the 100-50% quality range.
Although this gives a rough estimate of obtainable sensitivities, determi-
nation of calibration and sensitivity should be made empirically. It is
difficult to make an exact calculation of the pressure loss in two-phase
flow.
In the actual implementation of this technique, it is necessary to con-
sider the heat flow through the expansion chamber wall. The first possi-
bility is an adiabatic expansion. In this case, the chamber is insulated.
This reduces sensitivity since the presence of vaporizing liquid tends to
cool the vapor and, hence, reduces the volume flow through the second
orifice. Furthermore, there is the limited quality range over which the
technique is applicable. Reducing pressure from ZZ psi to 1Z or 16 psi
reduces the corresponding saturated vapor pressure of hydrogen by only
about 1 K °. The heat of vaporization of LH Z
heat of the vapor is roughly Z. 5 cal/gm K °.
is 105 cal]gm. The specific
Thus, a 1 K ° temperature
reduction would permit the vaporization of a liquid mass of about 1/40 the
vapor mass. (The Joule Thomson coefficient and other smaller effects are
neglected here. ) At this point, thermal equilibrium is re-established and
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no further vaporization occurs. Any additional liquid would not be detected.
The quality range is thus of the order of 100% to 97. 5% which is too narrow
for the application. Adjusting the ratio of the orifice dimensions will change
the pressure level in the expansion chamber and thus increase the quality
range. The increase is slight, however, because the pressure drop across
the two orifices must be comparable if there is to be any sensitivity to the
measurement.
The other alternative is to introduce heat into the flow and thereby in-
duce further vaporization. Methods of partial vaporization do not appear
attractive. The heat flow must be controlled within suitable limits. This
is not easily accomplished. Unknown variations in droplet size and distri-
bution may influence the heat transfer rate. Driving the vaporization to
completion isothermally is a more prudent choice. These sources of un-
certaiflty are thereby removed.
A practical embodiment would extract vapor from the flow using a
tube with an orifice at each end as shown in Figure 16. The tube then
passes through the flow or perhaps back through the tank in order to con-
tact the LH Z. In order to insure good thermal contact, the tube may be
designed to have internal screens or fins. To prevent pressure losses due
to frictional flow from dominating the signal, the pipe diameter should be
large compared to the orifice diameters, although not necessarily large
in the absolute sense. With this isothermal arrangement, the vaporization
quality meter should approximate the performance levels calculated earlier
in this section.
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Good correlation probably exists between quality and the ratio
of Pl and PZ' the chamber and tank pressures. Quality can be expressed
in terms of the ratio over a fairly wide tank pressure range. The small
temperature range probably will not introduce a significant error but
could be monitored as a correction. Since, however, temperature is
implicit in the vapor pressure, P2' such a measurement is not necessary.
Temperature correction could be implicity included by using PZ as a small
Pl
correction to m .
PZ
Finally, there is the possibility of running the entire continuous vent
line flow back through the fluid. Such a technique permits starting
up from rest even when fluid covers the vent aperture. An example embodi-
ment is shown in Figure 17. The first orifice, %, is variable and is
driven by a pressure sensor, PI' in the vent line. The second orifice, 0 2 .
has a fixed aperture of appropriate design to achieve the thrust of continuous
venting. The command signal drives 0 I, maintaining Pl at a fixed number
of pounds per square inch less than PZ' for example, 4 psi less.
Based on the control system just described, an operational sequence
may be described. Start with the adverse initial conditions of O 1 fully open,
the inlet of the vent tube immersed in fluid, and the vent tube full of fluid.
Since Pl TM P2 {the principal pressure drop is mostly across 0 2 with O 1
open), the logic will immediately close 0
past 01 will vaporize and escape out 0 Z,
and settling the fuel away from the orifice.
The fuel in the vent line
1"
thus accelerating the missile
WhenPl drops, 01 opens to
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maintain Pl four psi below PZ" The standard rate of venting is determined
by the orifice size of _ which is variable if desired. Any over-
pressures which occur in the tank will be passed along to 0 Z for venting
since 01 is driven to keep a constant difference between Pl and PZ" The
position ofO 1 is a measure of the quality passing 01 since at low quality
O1 closes more due to a lower volume flow at O1 than at O 2. The system
also corrects poor quality by vaporization. Alternatively, the logic of the
venting can be based on controlling 0 2 with or without a variable 01.
This system is suitable for pipes of almost any diameter. Mass flow
can be directly computed from PZ and O z.
The simplicity and reliability of the system shown in Figure 16 is its
special advantage. Response to a step change in quality will probably be
nearer to one second than 1/10 second due to the inertia of heat flow.
Although a 1/10 second burst of poor quality would not pass unnoticed,
the response time is not within the 1/10 second specification.
5. 2 Beta Transmission
Beta ray transmission is one of the most widely used techniques in
nucleonic process control instruments. Its general characteristics and
dependence on material properties are treated in nuclear instrumentation
10
books. The attenuation of beta particles by matter is a fairly complex
126
process on an atomic scale. For materials of the order of six half
thicknesses or more, beta particle attenuation is characterized by a "range"
(a penetration depth). For material thickness of up to about three half
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thicknesses, an exponential attenuation law applies to a collimated beam
I = I e-_Ot (5-1)
o
where
I - unattenuated flux of beta rays,
o
I -- transmitted flux,
= atomic cross section,
p = density of absorber, and
t = thickness of absorber.
Commercially available radioactive nuclei emanate beta rays with
energies up into the key and low mev range. The beta rays emitted by a
given isotope are not monoenergetic. However, there is a well-defined
maximum energy, E m, for each isotope. A continuous spectrum of
energies extends from E down to zero. Formulas are conventionally
rn
written in terms of E , although the average beta particle energy is
m
roughly one-third of E
m"
10 "
The atomic cross section is given by
-4/3
= ZZE
rKl
(s-z)
z/where E is in mev and _ in cm gin. This equation is independent
m
of the chemical composition of the absorber and hence is limited in accuracy
to about one significant figure. This is sufficiently accurate for design
purposes. The exact value of attenuation is implicitly utilized when an
empirical calibration curve is determined. Using Equations (5-I) and (5-7)
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and making an approximate correction for the chemical composition of
the fluid absorber yields half thickness values of approximately
T 2 = 6. 5 ram, LHz; 28 cm, hydrogen vapor at ZZ psi
(5-3)
= .8 ram, LOX; 13 cm, oxygen vapor at ZZ psi
where E was taken as Z. 2 mev which is the value for the commonly used
rn
strontium-yttrium source (_0 yr. half-life).
The half thickness (amount of material to attenuate flux by a factor of
two) values of Equation (5-3) are just about a perfect compromise. On the
one hand, droplets in the centimeter-millimeter size range may be handled
without saturating the response. On the other hand, the vapor itself in a
six-inch diameter (15 cm)tube causes roughly a half thickness of attenuation
in a beam sent across the tube. As has been shown in Section 4. 1.2 and
elsewhere, the 100% to 50% quality range corresponds to adding a liquid
mass equal to the vapor mass. In this case, changing from 100% to 50% quality
adds an additional half thickness and hence changes the signal by a factor
of two, which is good sensitivity.
A typical embodiment might look as shown in _'igure 18. Due to the
moderate penetrating power of beta particles, the pipe wall acts as a good
shield and it is probably unnecessary to collimate the beam or to make
the pipe wall any thicker than is required for mechanical strength.
This is a particularly attractive application for a lithium-drifted,
solid-state detector. The properties of these detectors are extensively
IZS, 136
discus sed in the literature. At cryogenic temperatures, many
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of their objectionable features disappear. By counting betas in a digital
mode, it is possible to be relatively insensitive to any changes in detector
characteristics. Section 5.4 on electronics is partially devoted to a suit-
able circuit for this beta transmission quality meter.
The attenuation of the beta particles is a measure of my + ml, the
sum of vapor and liquid masses in the measured volume. An independent
measure of m comes from a pressure transducer. The general philosophy
V
of this pressure measurement is included in Section 5. 3 on gamma ray
scatter. Other questions such as the probability of a given beta ray hitting
a droplet are implicitly answered in Appendix C.
An estimate of the required source strength is of interest. Since the
100% to 50% quality range corresponds to roughly a factor of two in the
received signal (100% change in signal),
2
in quality means a _-_ i00 = 4% change in the count rate N (the signal).
By Appendix B, the statistical error in N is _. Thus,
.04 = AN _ _'N _ 1 N = 6Z5 .
N N _/-N'
an allowable 2% change or error
(5-4)
That is, a minimum count rate of 625 counts per 1/10 second response time
or 6250 counts/sec, is required. Without attenuation, the number of particles
falling on the detector per I/I0 sec. is given by Equation (5-5). This is
also the number of counts since solid-state beta particle detectors are
128, 136
nearly 100% efficient in their response.
625 = N =
10
3.7xi0 CA (5-5)
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where
10
3.7x10 =
C ..
D =
Solving for C yields,
the number of nuclear disintegrations per second
per curie,
the number of effective curies, defined as the product
of the actual curies {which refers to the number of
disintegrations) times the probability of producing a
beta particle per disintegration_ This probability is
of the order of unity for most radionuclei,
sensitive area of detector (say 4 cmZ), and
pipe diameter (15 cm).
C = 10 microcuries. {5-6)
Increasing C to compensate for the two half thicknesses of vapor and the
loss through metal covers for the source and detector still yields a source
strength in the submillicurie range which is very tiny from a shielding
and handling standpoint.
This device can span the 1 to 10" pipe diameter range while still using
a very small source strength. It will, however, saturate at qualities well
below 50%. Its principal attraction includes being lightweight. The principal
weight is due to the mechanical structure rather than the functional
elements of the meter. The device has a very high sensitivity (and thus a
very low required source strength) over the 100% to 50% quality range.
Radiation levels are so low that quite likely no shielding will be necessary
except the actual housing around the source.
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5. 3 Gamma Ray Scatter
Section 4.5. 1 concluded that gamma ray transmission has very low
sensitivity in the NASA quality meter application. Thus, the transmission
quality meter was not recommended. In contrast, however, a gamma
ray scatter quality meter gives a much more sensitive response over
flae whole range from 100% to 50% quality.
It is a good approximation to assume for high gamma ray trans-
mission that the fluid is irradiated with a spatially uniform, intense flux.
(The small change in intensity clue to attenuation by the fluid is implicitly
incorporated in an empirical calibration curve - Appendix C. ) Every
fluid atom thus has an equal chance to scatter a gamma ray. The number
of scattered gamma rays is then directly proportional to the number of
fluid atoms in the field. The count rate at the detector is directly pro-
portional to the total fluid mass, m 1 + my. The facts that this system
responds directly to total fluid mass and that the signal is a linear function
of this mass are desirable advantages and facilitate electronic signal
processing.
Transmission measurement of very low density substances results
in a large unattenuated flux with a small superimposed scattered signal.
The scatter signal is difficult to distinguish from statistical fluctuations
in the large unattenuated flux. The signal-to-noise ratio is greatly im-
proved if the system is so designed that the detector responds only to the
scattered radiation. In this manner, the system responds only to pulses
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which have been directly influenced by the measured fluid. However, a
large scattered signal is desirable for adequate measurement sensitivity.
An embodiment of the gamma scatter quality meter is shown in
Figure 19. The detector responds to gamma rays scattered by the fluid
at 90 ° from the incident radiation. The collimator prevents incident
gamma rays from entering the detector or from being scattered by pipe
areas normally outside the incident collimated area. Therefore, unwanted
direct or scattered gamma rays do not add undesirably to the basic
response. The detector is also collimated to limit its field of view to
the central region of the fluid flow and from viewing stray gamma rays.
Even those gamma rays that scatter from the source collimator (or colli-
mator window) have no direct path to the detector.
A suitable cover on the collimator (window) to prevent fuel collection
in the collimator matrices may be desirable. Typically, stainless dia-
phragms, circumferentially supported, 0. 00I v' in thickness, restrain pressures
of 50 psi. The collimator matrix support will increase the cover's pressure
restraint capabilities.
It may also be necessary to shield the pipe wall area illuminated by
direct gamma rays for best signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 18 shows this
accomplished by another collimator in front of this area. Gamma rays
scattered by this collimator shield will be highly attenuated by the detector
collimator. Those scattered back toward the source will enhance the use-
ful gamma ray flux in the measured volume.
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The design of F'igure 18 produces a signal proportional to the total
mass, m I + my. Low energy gamma rays are recommended to enhance
sensitivity and absolute signal level. Use of a 60 key gamma ray source
(americium-Z41) rather than a 600 key source (cesium-137) doubles the
effective scattering cross section of cryogenic fluid. From the standpoint
of size, weight, simplicity, reliability, and particularly stability, there
is little question about the superiority of an isotopic source over an X-ray
tube.
Further safety may be built into the gamma ray source with a simple
on-off switching arrangement. The soft (low energy) gamma rays may be
produced by beta particles decelerated in a high atomic number target
(bremsstrahlung). This type of source may be turned on or off by simply
inserting a low atomic number (Z) absorber between the beta particle
source and the high atomic number target. A gaseous beta absorber, such as
krypton-85, might be substituted for a solid radioisotope source. Then
should an accident occur, the gaseous source is dissipated and lost
to the atmosphere or space, eliminating any personnel hazard.
Low energy gamma radiation offers further advantage in lightweight
shielding and collimation. For comparison, a lead sheet thick enough to
attenuate 600 key gamma rays by a factor of two (a half thickness) will
attenuate a 60 key beam of gamma rays by a factor of ZOO, 000,000 (_ 28
half thicknesses). 9 A one curie americium-Z41 source (60 key) with com-
plete shielding can be held in a closed fist.
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The higher attenuation of low energy gamma rays in materials simpli-
fies signal detection components. A one-inch deep sodium iodide or cesium
iodide crystal is adequate to produce a detectable response to a vast
majority of the 60 key incident gamma rays. The space ruggedized multi-
plier phototube and associated electronic data processing system are de-
scribed in Section 5.4.
The accuracy of this gauge is computed in reverse. An allowable
statistical error (_-2% quality) is selected and the source size and detector
requirements are determined to keep the error within this limit. Other
design errors are estimated and added to the originally selected statistical
error to obtain overall design requirements.
Appendix D shows each effective curie of source strength in the meter
(Figure 19) produces a l/10 second count, N, at the detector, of
N = 3x104 C (5-7)
at 100% quality. At 50% quality, the small liquid volume has increased,
almost doubling the average fluid density. Thus,
N50 = 6 x 104 C (5-8)
and
4
N50 - N100 = 3 x 10 C. (5-9)
AN for a Z% error in quality is given by
= (25--_}3 x I04C = l.Z x I03C. (5-10)AN
At 50% quality (point of lowest accuracy), the relative error in count
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rate corresponding to a Z% quality error is
AN 1. Z x 10 ] 1
N100 6.0 x 104 50 "
(5-11)
Allowing statistical fluctuation to account for the maximum 2% error,
AN _fN-- I
-'N-'-= N "_"
(S-lZ)
as shown in Appendix B. Comparing the last two equations,
1 1
-_ = _ N = 2500 (per 1/10 sec.). (5-13)50 '
Finally, from Equation (5-7), the number of effective curies required is
N = Z500 -3
C = = 83 x l0 = 83 millicuries, (5-14)
3 x 104 3 x 104
a very moderate requirement indeed,v This size of source is easily shielded.
A one-mil steel window attenuates 2% of the gamma rays. To overcome
this attenuation error, selecting a slightly larger source does not jeopardize
these simple shielding requirements.
Background count may be comprised of natural gamma ray background
and multiple-path scatter of gamma rays between source and detector with
vacuum in the pipe. The natural radioactive background is very small
compared to Z5,000 counts per second. Due to the low density of vapor,
the multiple-path scatter will be virtually constant even at 100% or 50%
quality. Thus the output count rate, N', is
N' = N + N (5-15)
O
where N is almost constant and
O
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N = K (m + m ). (5-16)
1 v
K is a calibration constant. N depends slightly on the amount of fluid
o
in the vent tube. This is not a source of error, however; it just changes
the value of K slightly. The natural background count is small com-
pared to N. Hence, the average value of the background may be included
in N . In case of operation in very high background areas, N may still
o O
be kept to low levels by pulse height selection or shielding. In extreme
cases of large and variable natural background, a second detector can
monitor the natural background and subtract it from N'. Such conditions
are not anticipated in the NASA application. The principal contribution
to N is from internal scatter and this may be easily corrected as indi-
O
cated pre viously.
The presence of N does increase the statistical error slightly. Thus,
O
a source of approximately IZ0 effective millicuries is advisable to stay
well within the Z% statistical error limit. Americium-Z41 is recommended
as the gamma emitter. Its half-life of 460 years is most attractive. The
probability of emission of a 60 key gamma ray is 0.4 per disintegration.
Thus, on the basis of disintegrations, 300 millicuries are required, although
from a shielding or detection standpoint, the number of effective milli-
curies is only IZ0. The collimator and self-absorption also increase the
difference between the number of disintegrations and the number of gamma
photons which are available. One-half a curie (actual, not effective) is
thus suggested as an appropriate source to be utilized to insure good
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response and statistical error within Z%. This amount of radiative
material can be encapsulated and fully shielded to below any personnel
radiation tolerances in a container much smaller than a golf ball.
The vapor density can be determined from either the temperature
or pressure because of the saturated conditions in the tank. Small changes
in temperature cause large changes in vapor pressure and density. For
this reason and also because of the ease of measuring pressure compared
to measuring temperature, it is recommended that the pressure rather
than the temperature be monitored.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of density on pressure for saturated
hydrogen vapor. It is very linear, although not directly proportional.
This is much preferred in data processing as compared to the exponential
dependence of density on temperature. The graph of Figure 3, over the
S-IVB pressure range, can be summarized by
:( }K _0 + 0.06 (5-17)Pv
where K is some constant, p is in psi. and 0.06 is an offset due to the non-
ideal behavior of the gas. Since the mass of the vapor, m , in the sample
v
volume is proportional to the density, to a very good approximation
my = K(_0+ 0"061 (5-18,
where K is another constant. The error in assuming that m is directly
v
proportional to p was shown in Equation (2-19} to be less than ±1. 5%
v
quality and a best fit calibration curve will reduce the error to ±.75% quality.
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Even this . 75% error can be removed electronically,
However, this does not seem justified because the error is so small.
Combining Equations (2-3), (5-18) and (5-16) results in
since N' is measured.
30 N_N )-1
Q = K o = f-I (5-19)
P +0.06
where f is defined as the term in the parenthesis and K is a constant. N is
the output count of the detector in 1/10 second. N is the empty tube count
O
rate which is determined during calibration. The pressure, p, in the vent
tube is measured.
The calibration factor, K, may be estimated theoretically, but for best
accuracy, an experimental verification is necessary. The scattering cross
9
section of the elements are known to very good accuracy and thus the
calibration may be accurately simulated using a solid foam plastic material
of appropriately adjusted density. This technique is also very helpful during
the development of the quality meter as cryogenices are not required. A
final verification using hydrogen should, of course, be performed, but any
calibration adjustments which result would be small.
The pressure, p, can be measured with sufficient accuracy by a standard
Bourns Model 441 absolute pressure transducer with a zero to 30 psi range.
Manufacturer's brochures indicate an accuracy of ±1.2% of full scale with
some temperature stabilization. Due to the -3Z0°F limit of the pressure
transducer, it is shown in an insulated and thermally stabilized compartment.
Electrical heating similar to that used on the electronics (see Section 5. 4)
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is used. A tube from the vent pipe cuts down direct contact heat transfer
from the vent pipe to the pressure sensor. Finally, it is shown in a
separate compartment from the electronics since it need not be kept at
so high a temperature.
Adding together the principal errors of statistics (_2%), electronics
(±1%, refer to Section 5.4}, the pressure sensor (±2%), and the approxi-
mation of Equation (5-18} (_.75%) yields a total error of
= 422 + 12 + Z2 + (.75) 2 = 3. 1%.
Each of these errors is taken equal to or greater than its expected value
and each is evaluated at its maximum point over the 100% to 50% quality
range.
Another point which might appear to be a source of error is that of
adding mass in the liquid form. This does not always produce the same
scattered response as when it is added as vapor. However, as shown in
Appendix C, they are the same over the 100%-50% quality range.
if the gas is at its saturated vapor pressure and then expands slightly,
no liquid would be present to return the fluid to equilibrium saturated vapor
pressure. The response would thus indicate greater than 100% quality.
This is a desirable result, however, for it contains useful information and
leads to no ambiguity. It simply means that the quality is still 100%, but
some expansion has occurred.
The preceding analysis has been for hydrogen. However, entirely
similar calculations apply to oxygen. In fact, an almost identical calibration
5-Z4
curve would result using a smaller source (or the same source partially
covered). The principal change is in the nonideal gas offset factor of
0.06 in Equation (5-17). Therefore, this factor appears as a variable
resistor in Section 5. 4.
The dynamic range of the gamma scatter gauge is quite wide, extend-
ing well under 50% quality. However, Figure 19 shows an optional boss
directly across from the detector. Moving the source to this boss will
produce a highly accurate transmission gauge when operating near zero
percent quality. The calibration function f is, of course, different, but
sensitivities of the order of _0. 1% or ± 0.01% quality would not be difficult,
due in part to the definition of quality.
The actual weight of the gauge of Figure 19 is determined after detailed
engineering. It should not be difficult to keep it under ten pounds.
In summary, the gamma scatter gauge appears well capable of meeting
the specifications. Furthermore, it offers the possibility of an enormously
wide dynamic range with great sensitivity at 0% quality as well as at 100%
quality.
An additional benefit from its development is an accurate density gauge
for low density cryogenic fuels. In the transmission mode of operation
with the pressure signal disregarded, it can read liquid density very
accurately, probably to ± 0. 1%.
A ten millisecond response time presents no difficulty. The standard
deviation of the statistical error necessarily increases by a factor of 3. Z.
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Increasing the source size decreases the statistical error and provides
a means of compensation.
This gauge is applicable to larger diameter pipes. However, pipes
less than three inches in diameter should be expanded before measurement.
Figure 19 is a true quality meter operating independent of the flow
speed. This is desirable, since it is not limited to certain flow speeds.
The most practical way to obtain a mass flow measurement is to use the
quality meter determination of average density (N ¢ - N ) as a correction
o
to the pressure drop across one orifice, perhaps a measurement of interest
to NASA since it is understood these pressure measurements are being made.
See Section 4 for further comments on implementation of this technique.
There is no particular advantage to taking the inverse of f of Equation
(5-19). In fact, it is better to have f as the output electronic voltage ad-
justed so that f = 0 volts at 100% quality and f = 5 volts at 50%. Thus,
lower than 50% quality will indicate a voltage greater than five. The follow-
ing section covers the electronics in some detail.
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5.4 Electronic Circuitry
The basic idea of the circuit to be described is to compare the pulse
rate produced by the scintillation counter with a reference pulse rate and
produce a DC output proportional to the first divided by the second. A
potentiometric type absolute pressure transducer is made to vary the
reference pulse rate in such a manner as to correct the quality gauge
reading for absolute pressure.
below.
5.4. 1 Basic Concepts
If N' is the scintillation counter pulse
the vent tube,
where
N
o
Details of the electronics are described
P
N R
K
rate with the cryogenic fluid in
NoN
0
Output = K
P30 NR + 0.06 N R
(an adjustable constant set on the ground) is the count rate with
the tube empty,
is the tube pressure in psia,
is the reference count rate at 30 pounds per sq. in. absolute,
is an arbitrary constant.
and
The equipment, shown in block diagram form in Figure Z0, consists
of a multiplier phototube crystal scintillation counter, a regulated power
supply, a pulse ampiifier, a pulse rate ratio computing circuit, a reference
pulse rate generator, and an absolute pressure potentiometer transducer.
The pulses from the scintillator are amplified to about one volt
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amplitude and fed to the ratio circuit where they reset a tunnel diode
transistor flip-flop circuit which has been set by the reference pulse fre-
quency. Under the set condition, a negative constant current, I , flows
o
into an output circuit; under the reset condition,
current flows into the output circuit.
The average value of the output current, I ,
a
N 1
I = -1+ I
a o
an equal positive constant
is then given by,
where
N 1 is the frequency of the pulses from the scintillation counter
N R is the reference frequency
I is the constant current.
0
The statistical variations of this output are smoothed by a capacitor
and produce a voltage across an output resistor. The negative offset voltage
is balanced out by a potentiometer to provide
N 1
e = K .
a N R
By causing N R to increase linearly with the absolute pressure and
including a factor x to account for the nonideal behavior of the vent gas,
N 1
e = K 1
a N R + x N R
Adjustment of the zero bias to account for "N ," the scintillator count
0
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rate under empty tube conditions gives
e
a
or
% Quality =
where K 1 and K z are constants.
5.4. Z Specific Description
N1 - No
= K1 NR(1 + x)
N 1 - N O
KZ N R (1 + x)
The specific electronics system design recommended is described in
more detail in the following sections.
5.4. P. 1 Scintillator Assembly
The scintillator consists of an RCA Type 4438 ruggedized multiplier
phototube with head-on construction. The tube is operated at a current
gain of 600,000 with an overall peak voltage of 1Z50 volts. It is to be
coupled to an NaI(T1) crystal with a plastic lightpipe and special bonding
agent to reduce internal reflections. The encapsulated voltage multiplier
section of the power supply is to be mounted integral on the bottom of the
phototube with the leads soldered directly to the voltage outlets of the
voltage multiplier.
The whole assembly is to be mounted into an aluminum container and
encapsulated in silicone rubber in such a manner as to withstand the high
acceleration forces to be encountered and the pressure variations.
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5. 4.2. 2 Regulated Power Supply
The regulated power supply shown in Figure Z1 consists of a high
frequency inverter feeding a diode capacitor voltage multiplier and filter
that feeds each electrode of the multiplier phototube directly.
Voltage regulation and control is to be accomplished by a differential
operational amplifier acting as a summing amplifier. The control signal
is obtained from the last multiplier phototube dynode. The control signal
is compared to a precision Zener diode voltage through a resistance net-
work.
A remote negative coefficient resistor mounted in the multiplier photo-
tube assembly provides a rising voltage to compensate for the negative
gain coefficient of the multiplier phototube with rising temperature.
5.4.2. 3 Pulse Amplifier
The pulse amplifier shown in Figure 22 consists of a four-stage, high
frequency silicon transistor amplifier with gain per stage severely limited
by local feedback. The overall voltage gain is approximately 126 db.
The first stage is a grounded base voltage amplifier with low input
impedance to match the pulse transformer output of the multiplier photo-
tube section.
The second and third stages use emitter follower feedback, while the
fourth stage is an emitter follower to give a low output impedance.
5.4. Z. 4 Ratio Computer
The computer is a prior Industrial Nucleonics development and a
patent application is pending thereon.
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The pulse rate ratio computer shown in Figure Z3 consists of a special
random pulse rate ratio divider developed by Industrial Nucleonics. The
theory of operation of this device is treated in Appendix E.
The heart of the system is a flip-flop (tunnel diode in this case) gating
a positive regulated current into a capacitor resistance network in the
"one" position and an equal negative current in the "zero" position.
The amplified pulse signal from the scintillation counter pulse ampli-
fier sets the flip-flop into the one position while a reference pulse signal
sets it into the zero position. The average DC output is then proportional
to the ratio of the two pulse rates.
The reference pulse generator consists of a unijunction diode relaxation
oscillator having a constant current feed to its discharge capacitor so that
the pulse rate is linearly proportional to this current and the voltage regu-
lating this current. This reference frequency is controlled by the remotely
located absolute pressure transducer to effect pressure compensation of
the quality signal output. Temperature coefficient adjustment is provided.
5. 4. Z. 5 Temperature Control
In view of the wide range of ambient temperatures to be encountered
by this equipment, it is proposed to have two temperature regulators, one
for the multiplier phototube voltage multiplier assembly and the other for
the inverter-amplifier-computer encapsulation. These are to maintain
these units at a minimum of Z5°C to a maximum of 65°C for operation
and Z5°C to 70°C maximum for survival. These can be of a simple
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thermostat relay type working from the Z8 volts DC general power supply.
5.4. Z. 6 Groupin_ of Units
It is proposed to mount the multiplier phototube scintillation crystal,
lightpipe voltage multiplier section of the power supply with temperature
compensation resistor in an aluminum case with silastic potting compound
in such a manner as would be suitable for the high accelerations to be
experienced.
The inverter regulator section of the power supply, the pulse ampli-
fier, and the ratio computer-reference frequency generator are to be
encapsulated together in a high acceleration resistant package. Both are
to have the aforementioned temperature regulation.
5.4. Z. 7 Errors
It is expected that the power supply to the multiplier phototube can
be maintained within 0. 1% for the regulated temperature range. Variations
in this will have little effect on the accuracy of the output as long as the
change in sensitivity does not cause the loss of pulses by lowering their
amplitude below the triggering point.
The inherent accuracy of the ratio computer is dependent on variation
of reference pulse rate and the accuracy of the constant current regulators
providing the output signals. The first can be controlled to 0. 1% and the
second to about O. 5%, so it may be assumed that the overall accuracy can
be adjusted to less than _1%.
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5.4. 2.8 Weight
Scintillation counter assembly I. 5 lb.
Power supply-amplifier-computer assembly i. 0 lb.
Total Z. 5 lb.
5.4. 2.9 Solid-State Detector System
As illustrated in Figures 18 and Z4, a beta transmission gauge utilizes
a solid-state detector, a charge sensitive preamplifier, a pulse amplifier,
a pulse rate ratio computer with reference pulse rate generator, an absolute
pressure compensator transducer, and a suitable power supply.
The solid-state detector and the charge amplifier represent the main
difference between this and the multiplier phototube system. The other
units, such as the pulse amplifier, the ratio computer, the reference
generator, and the absolute pressure compensator, will be essentially
the same° The power supply will also have differences in that it will
produce a voltage of 400 volts maximum for the solid-state detector
instead of 1Z50 volts required for the multiplier phototube. Its inverter
and regulator are of the same type.
The charge sensitive amplifier may be of the microminiaturized
silicon type, such as the Electro-Nuclear Laboratories Type 305N. The
pulse amplifier must have its gain improved by a factor of ten to make
up for the lower output of the charge amplifier.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This report includes a general study of the measurement of quality
and specific analyses of many possible approaches. In Section 5, three
methods were recommended. All three appear capable of meeting the
specifications over the 100% to 50% quality range. In addition, each method
has some additional distinctive attributes.
The gamma ray scatter gauge is recommended for the application
because of its unique ability to make very accurate measurements at low
quality when the line is mostly filled with liquid. On several occasions, it
has been indicated that this requirement is desirable. An additional
requirement of this study was to select the one best method offer-
ing most promise to the application. Therefore, the gamma ray scatter
gauge is selected as the most promising approach.
If, however, optimum measurement in the 100% to 50% quality range
only is the overwhelming consideration, then some additional experimental
work on the other two approaches might be recommended to assure their
application capabilities are within the necessary requirements. These two
approaches should be given further contractual consideration.
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APPENDIX A
RESPONSE OF A PARALLEL PLATE CAPACITOR TO FUEL LOCATION
Section 4. 3. 1 described the capability of capacity measurements to
measure quality of vented cryogenic fluids. Proof of the response described
is given below.
1. RESPONSE BECOMES INSENSITIVE IN THE LIMIT c ---_0
The response of a parallel plate capacitor becomes insensitive to fuel
location in the limit ¢---_ 1. Reference Section 4. 3. 1 for definitions of
symbols. For a homogenous fuel distribution,
S = (c-1) 6 (A-l-I)
where
V1
V
In Equations 4-25 through 4-31, 6 was taken as 1/Z.
S = 5c - 5 = (e-l)5,
a
which is the same as for the well-mixed case and
6(, - i)
S b 5+E - 6c
The error as a fraction of signal is
S - Sb
a
S
-1
6+c - 6_
For arbitrary 6,
(A-I-Z)
(A-i-3)
(A-I-4)
(A-:-5)
A-1
In the limit c --_l,
Sa - Sb -_ 0 as c-_l .
S
Hence, for liquids with very small dielectric constants, the position
error in a parallel plate capacitor becomes negligible. As shown by
Equations A-I-I and A-I-4, the signal is also very small.
. FINITE ERROR IN RESPONSE AT 6--_0
A finite error due to fuel location exists even in the limit that the
amount of liquid, 5--_0. For this case, the error as a fraction of signal
is given by the 5 "-_0 limit of Equation A-l-5.
(A- 1-6)
(A-1-7)S " Sb 1as 5-_0 a .___e _0
S c
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APPENDIX B
APPENDIX B
SOURCES OF STATISTICAL NOISE IN
GAMMA RAY ATTENUATION OR SCATTER
Calculations are made of statistical noise in a typical nucleonics density gauge.
Errors associated with electronic data processing are not treated and are,
thus, in addition to the transducer errors considered here.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a commonly quoted thumb rule which states that due to the
115
random Poisson nature of radioactive decay, an expected count of N
pulses will have a standard deviation of _. 10 In an example, this rule
is shown to give good results, but for reasons which are largely indepen-
dent of the randomness of the decay rate. In general, it is shown that
the randomness in N is a property of the transducer as a whole and could
not necessarily be significantly reduced even by a hypothetical source of
unvarying decay rate.
As shown in the figure, a source produces an average (or expected}
number of photons, N 1, in the solid angle subtended by the detector during
a counting interval. N 1 is thus the average output count of the detector if
the detector is 100% efficient and if there is no material between the source
and the detector.
The presence of material, M, reduces the count N 1 to a lower value N 2.
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N3, the average number of pulses put out by the detector during the count-
ing interval, is less than N Z by the efficiency factor of the detector. Each
element of this system will be separately analyzed before the total trans-
ducer is considered.
2. SOURCES OF STATISTICAL NOISE
It was intimated above that statistical noise is generated not only in the
source but also in the material under measurement and in the detector. These
noise sources are analyzed below with consideration being given to their
effect on the measurement objective.
Z. 1 Source Statistics
The source puts out an average count N 1 into the solid angle subtended
by the detector. Normally, one makes the approximation is made that the decay
rate is characterized by Poisson statistics. This is an excellent approxi-
mation, but approximation "it is, as can be seen by computing the probability
that 10 5 atoms will produce 10 6 disintegrations. (The Poisson distribution 115
gives a nonzero probability for n disintegrations during the next counting
interval no matter how large n is. Physically, however, it is obvious
that m cannot exceed the number of atoms present. Hence, the Poisson
B-Z
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description is not exact.) The binomial distribution Is also a very good
approximation and, in addition, it is very convenient for the purpose of this
report. The binomial distribution is discussed below.
If a coin is flipped, there is some probability, p, of heads coming up
(success) and some probability, q, of tails coming up (failure). Since either
heads or tails must appear on this ideal coin, p + q = 1. If n flips (attempts)
are made, the most probable number of heads is np and the standard deviation
is
o- = _ = "_np(l-p). (B-Z-I)
Thus,
(B-Z-Z)
In general, the probability of an arbitrary number of heads coming up is
given by the blnomiai distribution.
Similarly, radioactivity may be thought of as n radioactive atoms trying
to decay into the solid angle subtended by the detector. Each atom has a
probability Ps of success during the next counting interval. (Depletion of
the source strength'_ due to decay is irrelevant to the statistics considered
here which are written in terms of the current source strength.)
N =
1 nPs
which describes radioactivity by the binomial distribution. It was, in fact,
a model very much like this which led to the first quantitative understanding
of nuclear decay.
To obtain an idea o5 the magnitude of n and Ps' let
N 1 = 10 4
and assume the source is cesium.
(B-Z-3)
(This value of N 1 is rather small for
_That is, from one counting interval to the next.
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practical instrumentation. For demonstration purposes N 1 is assumed small.
The corresponding errors are thus impractically large. Assuming the detector
subtends Z0% of the 4w solid angle around the source and the counting interval is 1/10
second, then the actual decay rate is 5 x 10 5 gammas/second or 5 x 10 5
decays per second if the source efficiency is unity.
The usual formula for depletion of source strength is
-tl 
n' = n e (B-Z-4)
where T is the characteristic life of the source (43 years or I.4 x 109
seconds #'or ,.,_,_,.i,,,.,,._% T_,la _f f = N
dn = n (B-2-5)
dt 7
or
n = (1.4x 10 9 ) (5x 10 5 ) = 7 xl014
radioactive atoms
and
(B-2-6)
Ps = Nl/n = 1.5 x I0-II (B-Z-7)
(Equation A- Z- 1 ),
10 -11x ).
which is not very probable.
115
According to the binomial distribution,
N1 115
The usual Poisson statistics yield:
_N " (B-Z-9)
1
The fact that the two distributions differ in their estimate of the standard
deviation by less than one part in 1011 is good evidence for the suitability of
the binomial description.
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Tf the source fluctuation is the only source of the statistical "
error, the relative standard deviation is
_N I 10 2
- -1%,
N 1 10 4
since the material and the detector act just as scalars without
changing the percentage statistical fluctuations.
There is good reason to think that the binomial description of nuclear
decay is actually more accurate and general than the Poisson.
The least complex description 73 of radioactive decay starts with a
picture of an alpha particle inside a nuclear potential. The particle moves
21
back a_d _orth, striking the potential barrier about i0 times per second.
There is a small probability of penetration (tunneling) each times which is
independeht of the number of previous attempts. Eventually, the alpha
particle escapes and gamma ray production occurs immediately as the
nucleus readjusts.
Ps is the probability of any one preselected nucleus decaying during
the counting interval. If Ps is small, then a binomial description of the
115
decay process results. In the limit of a large number of atoms, n,
and small Ps" the binomial distribution approaches the Poisson distribu-
115
tion for most calculations. This limit is closely approached in most
nucleonic applications and is the basis for the generally accepted Poisson
description of nuclear decay.
Although this report illustrates an exception,
venient to work with the Poisson distribution.
it is tLormally more con-
However, the binomial
(B-Z-10)
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description is more fundamental and is valid for a large or small
number of atoms.
2. Z Mass Absorption Statistics
The material itself has a very interesting effect on the statistics.
Suppose the material transmissivity is just sufficient to permit half the
photons to reach the detector--i, e., N 2 = 1/Z N 1. If 10 4 photons fall
on the material, 1/2 x 104 will, on the average, reach the detector. This
is just an average, however. Certainly, exactly half the photons are not
transmitted during each counting interval as can be seen by considering
the possibility of an odd number of photons reaching the material--e, g.,
N I = 9 or even 1. Fifty percent transmissivlty actually means that each
r
photon has a fifty percent chance of penetrating the material Since the
separate photons are uncorrelated, it is again similar to the coin-tossing
experiment, a series of uncorrelated events each of which has a fifty
percent chance of a successful outcome. The binomial distribution should
thus be an excellent description of the statistics of transmission. Poisson
statistics is unsatisfactory, however, as can be seen from the case
of a negligible amount of mass in the path. In that case, N Z approaches N1,
and for fixed N 1 the variations in N 2 approach zero. Certainly, N 2
does not exceed N 1. A Poisson estimate, namely _Z' implies that the
statistical fluctuations increase as the material is removed, reaching a 50%
probability that N Z exceeds the fixed N 1.
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Assuming that mass absorption in the material is the only cause of
statistics, examination is made of its effect on the system performance.
N2 = Pm N1 ta-Z-ll)
where Pm is the probability of a photon penetrating the material and
reaching the detector. According to Equations (B-Z-l) and (B-2-11),
_ /
NZ Pm N1 _1 _/ Pm
this shows that the percent deviation in N Z
(B-Z-l?..)
becomes as small as desired
as the material becomes very transparent. However, this conclusion is
rather misleading as the following analysis will show.
The probability of transmission through the material is fairly well
represented by
pm= e = e
where _t is the cross section, p the density, and t the thickness of the
(B-Z-13)
material. It is actually a = pt that we wish to measure.
As a function of N2, a is given implicitly by
-p_a
N 2 = PmN1 = N 1 e . (B-2-14)
For small errors, the error in a, namely Aa, is related to the
error in N Z by
8a aa
= z_a - ANz - _N
a 0Nz 0Nz Z
Solving for the percent error in a from Equations (B-Z-I I) through
(B-Z-IS)
(B-2-15) yields:
Aa _ 1 I _/-- - I.
a _I In (Pro)
(B-Z-16)
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For either limit, pm---_0 or 1,
finitely large_ hence, there is some value of Pm
relative error in a for fixed N 1.
If, for convenience, k is defined as
1
k- •
Pm
the inverse of the Pm dependent part of Equation (B-2-16) becomes
Ink
which is here designated g.
at the extreme value of g.
g equal to zero and results in the £ollowing equation for k:
the percent error in a becomes in-
which produces a minimum
The minimum relative error in a occurs
This is obtained by setting the derivative of
2_ - lnk .
(B-2-17)
(B-Z-la)
The trial value of k = 5 is very close to the solution.
from k = 5 gives k = 4.92. From Equation(B-2-17),
Pm =0. 203 .
For convenience, use Pm= 0.2. From Equation (B-2-14)
-1.6
O.Z=e
That is, the material thickness-photon energy combination should be
set at 1.6 characteristic lengths for best accuracy in the hypothetical
case that the material is the only source of statistical error.
Arriving at a reasonable Pm for the material, the corresponding
noise level may be computed assuming that transmission is
the only source of statistics. Exactly N 1 photons attempt to penetrate
(B-2-19)
Linear extrapolation
(B-Z-Z0)
(B-Z-Zl)
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the material. According to Equations{B-Z-I) and (B-2-14),
VN2 _ VNIPm (l'Pm) _ 1 _ _rn .
NZ NlPm 3_1 -_ Pin
Under the assumption that the material transmission is the only source
of noise, the detector acts as an exact scalar and
0- o-
N 3 N Z
N 3 N 2
(B-z-zz)
(B-Z-Z3)
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2. B Detection Statistics
Finally, the detection should be considered as a source of statistical
error. The method of data processing becomes important here. The
average energy rather than the number of transmitted alpha particles
might be counted. An ionization chamber integrates the pulses and, thus,
is influenced by the variation in pulse sizes as well as the number of
pulses. Statistical treatments of these cases can certainly be performed.
However, for this example, it is sufficient to consider straightforward
pulse counting. Lost counts will be ignored and variations in trigger
height will be left to an electronic error analysis. Thus, each photon
has a probability of being detected which is independent of the other photons.
By these assumptions, it becomes practical to describe the detection
process with a binomial distribution.
The detector efficiency is the probability that an individual photon
will be detected. This is Pd
On the average,
the probability of success at the detector.
N 3 = PdN2 = pdPmNl = pdPmPs n. (B-Z-Z5)
The standard deviation in N 3, assuming the detector is the only source of
_N3 _/N2Pd(l-Pd) 1 /l-Pd
N3 - N3 = _ "_ Pd
statistics, is
In contrast to the other components,
(B-2 -2 6)
it is theoretically practical to remove
the statistical error (in this case, by letting Pd approach unity).
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Suppose N3 is held fixed as Pd is increased--i.e., the cross
sectional area of the detector is decreased as the efficiency is increased.
By the usual Poisson estimate of the standard deviation, namely _3'
there is no reason to expect a reduction in statistical error. However,
from Equations (B-Z-Z5) and (B-Z-Z6),
_N3N3 _ 1
_3 (B-Z-Z7)
indicating the statistical error of detection still approaches zero as the
detector efficiency approaches 100%. This is a good illustration of the
values of p. It shows the gross inappropriateness of Poisson statistics
for an efficient detector.
Equation (B-Z-Z7) was derived assuming the detector is the only source
of error. The point will be considered again when the system as a whole
is analyzed to see whether these implications carry over.
For the numerical example, (N 1 = 104 , N z = Z x 103), assume Pd = Z0%
as a typical detector efficiency. From Equation (B-Z-Z6)
_N
3
- 4. 47_ (B-Z-Z8)
N 3
Thus, on an individual component basis, the detector is the principal source
of statistical error. Recall that the source produced I% error and the
transmission Z%.
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Z. 4 Statistics of Transmission Plus Detection
Comparison is made of the statistical variations of the output, N 3,
for two cases. In one case, there is the randomly varying output of the
radioactive source with an average count of 10 4 per counting interval and
the usual statistical variations of transmission and detection. This will
be covered under the analysis of the whole system in the next section.
In the other case, the source is replaced by an ideal source which
emits exactly 10 4 photons in each counting interval. The statistical errors
come from transmission and detection only. N I photons attempt to be
transmitted and detected and _heir probability of success is
Prod = PmPd"
(B-Z-Z9)
from Equations (B-Z-l),This is a typical binomial process and, thus,
(B-Z-Z), and (B-Z-Z5)
_N 3 _ q(nPs) (PmPd) (1-PmP d) = /. 1-PmPd
N 3 nPsPmP d -V nPsPmPd "
Substituting N 1 = 10 4 and Pm = Pd = 0. Z, yields
0"
N 3
-- = 4. 90%.
N 3
This is the relative standard deviation of the system with an unvarying
source, but with a realistic mass absorber and detector. In the next
section, the source is treated as random and the system as a whole is
analyzed and compared with Equation (B-Z-31).
Any nonradioactive source of photons such as an X-ray machine is,
(B-Z-30)
(B-Z-31)
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of course,
In addition,
duction.
subject to the statistical errors considered in this section.
each source of photons has its own statistics of photon pro-
2. 5 Intesrated Transducer Statistics
With the characteristics of each component identified, it is now possi-
ble to analyze the system as a whole. A photon in a nucleus has a proba-
bility p of escaping the nucleus, penetrating the material, and being
detected.
p = psPmPd N 3 =np. (B-Z-3Z)
a single binomial description of the whole system is appropriateThus,
and yields
_p(1-P)np = _ ° (B-Z-33)
-11 in the example and is negligibly small in
_rN3
N 3
Since p is of the order of I0
almost any practical nucleonic gauge,
l-p _. 99999999999 _ i.
Thus, to an extremely high accuracy
°'N3 1 1
= : , (B-Z-34)
which is the usual Poisson estimate of the error. It is significant that
Equation (B-Z-34) includes the statistics of transmission and detection as
well as those of radioactive decay.
For the numerical example considered,
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N 3 = .Z x.Z x 104 = 400
0"
N3_ 1
N3 = 5%.
(B-Z-35)
(B-Z-36)
The total system error of 5% is thus made up of 1%0 from the random decay
of the source, 2%0 the randomness of transmission, and 4. 47% from the
randomness of detection.
In particular, as stated in the introduction, a comparison is made of
the performance with a typical random source versus the performance with
an ideal constant rate source. As seen from Equations (B-Z-B1) and (B-Z-36),
an ide__! statistics-free source would reduce the standard deviation of the
statistical errors a mere 0. 1%, from 5% to 4. 9%. This confirms the state-
ment that the source can by no means be treated as the essential cause of
the statistical error.
The various numerical standard deviations computed in this report
are obviously related to each other by root mean square relations--e, g. ,
1z + 2z + (4. 47) 2 = 5 z
and
Z z + (4.47) z = (4.90)Zo
The question thus arises whether this is fortuitous, approximate, or exact.
The standard deviation of the source alone as seen at N 3 after exact scaling
by the material and the detector is
= pmPd _nP s (l-P s)
s
(B-Z-37)
(B-Z-38)
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where pnPd is the scaling factor; n, the number of attempt_ and Ps' the
probability of successful escape from the nucleus. Similarly, the contri-
butions of the transmission and detection,
other statistical error are
each computed assuming no
am = Pd _/(nPs)Pm(l-Pm) (B-Z,39)
_d = _ (nPsPm)Pd(l-Pd) " (B-Z-40)
Taking the root mean square of the three standard deviations yields
_/ Z 2 Z _nPsPmPd( _psPmPd )= s + Crm + gd = 1 = np(l-p) (B-2-41)
wh_ cb is indeed the exact binomial standard deviation for the integrated
system. This could probably have been anticipated because the three sources
of statistical error are independent.
Notice that Equation (B-Z-Z7) appears to contradict Equation (B-Z-34).
The former equation seems to indicate that performance is improved by a more
efficient detector with a smaller area, even though the output count rate
does not increase. Equation (B-Z-34) shows that in the system as a whole,
the advantage is completely lost--i, e. , Equation (B-2-34) is independent
of the detector efficiency. The reason is, of course, that if N 3 is held
constant while the efficiency is increased, then N 1 and N Z must decrease.
Thus, the statistical error of the source and the material increase to
compensate for the decreased error from the detector.
In a similar vein, the derivation of I. 6 characteristic lengths of
material as optimum did not consider the effect of changing the number
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of characteristic lengths on the statistics of detection. The usual deriva-
tion 10 of two characteristic lengths for best signal-to-noise ratio is
based on Equation (B-Z-34) and is preferable to the 1. 6.
The most important formula of this discussion is Equation (B-Z-34)
which reaffirms the usual Poisson estimate of the statistical error. It is
a very general formula describing the minimum statistics of the transducer.
Its cause includes the statistics of transmission and detection as well as
the random decay rate of the nuclei.
Z. 6 Alternative Approaches
In the preceding sections, it was possible to calculate the statistical
fluctuations of an integrated nucleonic density transducer as well as the
contribution from each of the elements of the transducer. The critical
step which facilitated this calculation was the description of the radioactive
decay by a binomial rather than the usual Poisson distribution.
Alternatively, it would have been possible to start out with a Poisson
distribution from the source and show that the processes of transmission
and detection might contribute significantly to the statistics but would not
invalidate the Poisson description.
Another approach starts from some rather general assumptions of
equal probability of pulses at the detector. By this method, it is possible
to derive a Poisson description of N 3 without detailed reference to the
mechanisms which produce the statistics.
For large n, both of these methods justify Equation (B-2--34). However,
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they leave the impression that the nuclear source is somehow the principal
of the _3 error. By performing a more exact derivation andcause
then making the Poisson approximation at N 3 rather than at N I, it is possi-
ble to derive some additional results such as the output statistics starting
with an idealized statistics-free source. The result {Equations B-Z-30
and B-Z-31) shows that the principle causes of the statistical errors are
typically the transmission and detection rather than the nuclear source.
3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The output count, N 3, of the detector in a nucleonic gauge has
statistical fluctuations with a standard deviation of The usual
explanation is similar to the following paragraph excerpted from Ref. 10.
"The probability of a given number of particles or quanta being emitted
from a nuclear source in a finite interval of time is governed by Poisson's
law. Hence, under counting conditions the absolute value of the standard
deviation in the number of pulses in3] at the output of the radiation counter
will be equal to
(B-3-1)
This explanation may appear to imply that random decay is the principle
source of statistical error. As this discussion has shown, Equation (B-3-1)
includes the randomness of transmission and detection which may be more
impo r tant.
the _ from the source, the materialThe relative contributions to
and the detector depend on the transmissivity of the material Pm and the
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efficiency of the detector Pd' but are independent of the source size.
This can be seen from the ratios of Equations (B-2-38), (B-2-39), and
(B-Z-40). The source statistics become dominant as Pm and Pd approach
unity. Conversely, for a LH Z scatter gauge, Pm (the probability of scatter
into the detector) is very small and the source is an insignificant con-
tributor to the statistical error.
This discussion was directed toward a nucleonic thickness gauge.
However, the principles covered are rather general. For example, little
more than a redefinition of symbols is necessary for the analysis to apply
to a gamma-ray scatter gauge.
Although a fixed output count,
report, the value of increasing N 3
N 3, was considered in most of the
is not questioned.
Equation (B-3-1) has been shown to be an accurate and versatile
estimate of the minimum statistical error. However, the derivation
shows that _ arises from the transducer as a whole and is not neces-
sarily largely due to the radioactive source.
B-18
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APPENDIX C
SCATTERING OF GAMMA RAYS BY LIQUID VS.
SCATTERING BY VAPOR
The average density of a vapor may be doubled either by doubling the
amount of vapor in the same volume or by adding liquid droplets having a
total mass equal to the vapor mass. In the latter case, if the liquid density
is orders of magnitude greater than the vapor density (which is normally
the case), there may not be a doubling of the attenuation or scattering of
the gamma rays.
This can be seen in either of two ways. First, in the limit that the
2
density of droplets is very large, the cross section of the droplets, lra , must
become very small since the liquid mass is presumed equal to the constant
vapor mass. In the limit that the droplet cross sections become vanishingly
small, a vanishingly small fraction of the gamma rays will even hit a droplet.
Since the liquid can only scatter those gamma rays which hit a droplet, this
proves that the amount of scattering by the liquid can be arbitrarily small
and, hence, not necessarily equal to the fixed and finite scattering by the
vapor.
A second way to look at this same problem is to consider the low vapor
density case, where the attenuation of the gamma flux may be neglected.
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Every atom in the vapor is then irradiated by the same flux intensity and,
hence, scatters an equal number of gamma rays on the average. If the
liquid is introduced as one large sphere, it may shield part of itself,
namely, the atoms on the side away from the source. Thus, these atoms
do not have an equal chance of scattering and the net result is that the
liquid does not contribute a signal equal to the signal from an equal weight
of vapor or even equal to the signal which would come from the liquid if
it were well dispersed.
Under the conditions of this study, the solution to these problems and
to a similar problem for beta ray transmission is to disperse the liquid
into drops smaller than a half thickness for the radiation used. This
restriction is in no case impractical and, for the gamma ray quality meter,
it is no restriction at all because of the large half thicknesses involved.
C-2
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APPENDIX D
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SOURCE STRENGTH AND
DETECTOR COUNT RATE FOR THE GAMMA RAY
SCATTER DETECTOR OF FIGURE 19 (SECTION 5. 3)
At 100% quality and Z2 psi, the density (p) hydrogen vapor is about
3 cruZ/gmZ x 10 .3 gm/cm. The sixty key cross section (_) is 0.3Z6 and is
due almost exclusively to scattering rather than absorption of the gamma
9
rays° The collimator angles should be so adjusted that a sample volume
about three inches on a side (7.6 cm) falls within the common field of view
of the source and detector collimators. The probability of any 60 key photon
scattering in a 7.6 cm path length (t) of material (hydrogen vapor) is given
9, 69
by
Pm = 1 - e -_pt _ _pt (D-l)
where the second equality is quite accurate due to the low value of Pm"
For the values given
= 10 -3
Pm Z x x . 3Z6 x 7.6 = 5 x 10 -3 2001 (D-Z)
or one gamma in every two hundred passing through the sample volume will
be scattered.
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Of all the gamma rays scatteredp only a certain fraction, Pd' is
detected. First, the detector efficiency is less than one. At these low
energies, the efficiency is quite high, however, 85% being a reasonable
value. Secondiy_ of all the scattered photons, only a certain percent_ pc ,
Compton scatter into the detector. Ifthe scattering were isotropicp Pc
would be equal to the percent of the 4_ solid angle subtended by the detector
as seen from a typical point in the middle of the sample volume° The distance
from the typical point to the detector is about 3.5 inches and a three inch
diameter detector is a good size for this application. Thus_
.2
Pd = "85Pc 85 _ - 4.6 x 10 -_ (D-3)
16 (3,. 5) z
Finally, there is the probability, P8' that a gamma ray from the source will
be emitted in the direction of the sample volume. This is proportional to
the fraction of the 4_ solid angle subtended by the sample volume as seen
from a typical atom in the source about 3o 5 inches away.
3 2
-Z
P0 = - 5.8 x 10 (D-4)
4 (3. s)z
The overall probability of detection of an emitted gamma ray is p.
p = p0PmPd 5x 10 -3 0 -2 Z -5= x4.6x 1 x 5.8 x 10- = 1.3 x 10 (D-5)
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A curie of a radioactive material is defined 7 as 3.7 x I0 I0
disintegrations per second. Many nuclei emit an average of the order of
1010
one particle per disintegration or 3.7 x particles per second per curie.
It is the number of particles or photons emitted per second rather than the
number of disintegrations which determines the effects of the radiation•
and thus it is convenient to work in units of effective curies, C, where one
1010
effective curie is 3.7 x emanations per second.
For a source of C effective curies, the count rate per 1/10 second
counting interval is
1N
N = pCx 3.7 x i0-" 10 4
= 4. 8 x C (D-6)
I0
Actually, the scattering is not exactly isotropic. At high energies
115
(1 mev), forward scattering is strongly preferred. At 60 key, the
scattering is considerably more isotropic, although 90 ° scattering still
115
falls below the average cross section per solid angle. Hopefully, the
backscatter contribution to the flux will compensate for the lack of isotropy
but to be on the safe side, take
N = 3 x 10 4 C (D-7)
which should give satisfactory results.
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THEORY OF PULSE RATE RATIO COMPUTER
The basic divider circuit is shown schematically in Figure E-I.
Consider two pulse frequencies, fl and fz" either random to each other
such that their phase angle relationships fall with equal probability within
any point from 0 to Z_r radians, or two clock frequencies not in harmonic
relationshipwhich willpermit one to advance on the other with uniform phase
opposite directions. The switch remains in the thrown position until the
next opposing pulse throws it in the opposite direction.
The average current, IR, through the meter, M, is the sum of a
series of positive and negative rectangular current waveforms that vary
linearly between two extreme shapes. Figure E-ZA shows the current
waveforrn for the pulse of fZ which occurs an infinitesimally small time
(At) after the nearest pulse f. Figure E-ZB is that waveform which occurs
when pulse fZ occurs an equally small time before the nearest pulse fl" The
extremes of these waveforms are averaged over a period I/f z of the lowest
frequency fz' thusly,
E-I
A1 - ic [l/fz -(llfl - _t) -(llf I - ,,t_] (_.-i_
i (l/f z - Z/I 1 + ZAt),C
A z = ic (l/fz - At - at) (E-Z)
ic (l/fz - Z_t).
for
(A 1 + Az)f z Z/f z - Z/f 1
IR Z = i = + -fz/fl) (E-3)
= c Z/f z ic(1
fl > fz
and,
I R = -i c (I - fl/fZ) for fz >fl
The average current, IR, is zero when fl = fz and the bidirectional meter
M is at its midpoint. When either frequency is absent, the meter needle
will asume an extreme position. This is effectively dividing the other
frequency by zero, a mathematical indeterminate. This is illustrated in
the calibration curve of Figure E-3.
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